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RATES OF SYPHILIS, GONORRHEA,
AND HIV ALARMINGLY HIGH IN
THE PROVINCE
Stick your condoms on St. John’s: we’re
currently at a 10-year high for rates of HIV,
and as of this fall, we’re seeing more syphilis
and gonorrhea than we have since the 1940s.
The AIDS Committee of NL are saying that
the age group particularly at risk are those
between 30 and 49 coming out of long-term
relationships and hooking up again —
because they’re unaware the dating pool is
both figuratively and literally dirtier than it
was last time they were single.

BIKE HELMETS ABOUT TO BE
MANDATORY FOR ALL BICYCLISTS
IN NEWFOUNDLAND
Come April 1, the province will amend the
Highway Traffic Act so that all cyclists will have
to have a helmet on to ride their bike. And
if you refuse, the fine will range from $25 to
$180. Apparently, Newfoundland and Labrador
has one of the highest rates of bicycle-related
injuries in the country. Is it the terrain – the
ice and the hills and the potholes and the
poorly designed or absent bike lanes – or are
we just clumsy? In any case, if the province is
paying the bills of the injured cyclists, this is
not entirely unreasonable, though it does feel
a little invasive to command someone to wear
a helmet: what if it’s really warm out? What
about messing up a $200 haircut?

Street Association began meeting and working
with RNC on the matter, and the end result is a
proposed amendment to our province’s Liquor
Control Act. The amendment would give police
the right to rid a bar of anyone they deemed
likely to commit assault in that bar. In other
words, police would be able to evict someone
from a bar before they did anything illegal.
And it's not just bars that police could evict
people from, but restaurants or even a general
area like George Street itself. To be thrown
out of a bar before you do anything wrong
is clearly a violation of human rights, and it
couldn’t/wouldn’t be applied exclusively to
violent gang members: the law would allow
police to toss whomever they want, from any
establishment, for no quantifiable cause.

To help make child care more affordable
for parents, the Provincial Government
is launching a voluntary Operating Grant
Program. The annual operating grant will be
given to eligible licensed child care centres to
help offset some of the costs associated with
providing child care, so they needn’t charge
parents as much to do what they do. Parents
of children at participating licensed child care
centres will see their fees reduced to $44 per
day for infants, $33 per day for toddlers, $30
per day for 3 to 12 years in full day care, and
$14 per day for afterschool programs (up to 12
years of age).

Earth Day.
Everyday.
Reduce time spent tying laces to zero.
Re-use comfy Blundstone boots in all
seasons and on all surfaces.
Recycle your closet-full of shoes
and boots by donating them
to those in need.
Refuse to buy disposable
fashion footwear
that’s here
today and
trash
tomorrow.

CONTROVERSIAL NEW LAW WOULD
ALLOW POLICE TO TOSS PEOPLE
FROM BARS BEFORE THEY DO
ANYTHING ILLEGAL
The George Street Association has been
vocal about an increase in both the number of
fights in bars on George Street these last few
months, and how violent those fights have
been. They’re attributing this to a perceived
increase in bike gang members on the street.
In response to these observations, the George

NEW OPERATING GRANT PROGRAM
WILL LOWER CHILDCARE COSTS

#1402 Green and Brown
with two-tone sole

Outfitters Adventure Gear 220 Water St
First Western Boutique 140 Water St
SoftMoc Avalon Mall 48 Kenmount Road
blundstone.ca
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Premier Paul Davis
Feeling Scrooged
by Prime Minister
Harper
BY DREW BROWN

It's probably a fair bet to say
Paul Davis was definitely feeling
Scrooged this holiday season.

being negotiated between

province will only get money

total scrubs. It was also pretty silly to announce

Canada and the European

to compensate any clear and

the funding negotiations were a done deal when

Union. In fall 2013 – long,

demonstrable losses stemming

they were very clearly not, which makes them

long before the deal was

directly out of cutting MPRs.

look like total scrubs who also have egg all over

ever finalized – Kathy
Dunderdale trumpeted
that her government had
secured a $400 million fund to

their faces. Eggy scrubs, if you will.
Davis is worried that this means
the province will see very little of
the money, and now he's threatening

At face value, it's not hard to see the appeal,
for a flagging government, of picking a public

develop the provincial fishery, with $280

to withdraw support for CETA and shouting

fight with the prime minister everyone loves to

million guaranteed from the feds. The money

to anyone who'll listen that Stephen Harper is

hate. After all, it is an election year. But it's hard

was coming down, in all or in part, because

a lying garbage dump of a man. It's doubtful

to see how Davis can come out of this looking

the CETA deal involves Newfoundland and

Harper cares, because it's unlikely that Davis will

particularly good. Best case scenario, he gets to

Labrador eliminating 'minimum processing

pull support for the deal, and even if he does, it

maintain a status quo where the province gets

rules' – ie. rules saying fish landed in NL has to

will make little difference because the federal

a few million dollars in exchange for slicing off

be processed in NL – in exchange for tariff-free

government doesn't need provincial support to

another piece of our economic sovereignty. Not

access to European markets.

pursue a trade deal. Federalism works!

exactly a triumph to shout from the top of the
airport escalator. Worst case, Davis has to eat

The premier was visited by the ghost of PC past
in December when he suddenly found himself in

To hear the provincial Tories tell it, all $280

This sort of feels like a restaging of the magical

a loss because his government misunderstood

a new tussle with Stephen Harper. Once again, a

million had been guaranteed and it was

year when Danny Williams paraded across

the terms of a deal they signed with a ruthless

provincial Tory government is threatening a war

understood that the money would be used

Canada calling the prime minister a jerk, but

snake of a prime minister.

with the prime minister over broken promises

as a general contingency fund for fisheries

this go around is significantly more awkward for

and federal money.

development, regardless of the economic

Davis. For one thing, the provincial Tories have

The past is a grotesque animal, but it's

impacts of dropping MPRs. Their federal

been actively cozying up to Harper since Williams

usually pretty instructive. A Tory from five years

At issue is a $280 million pot of cash that

cousins, on the other hand, have consistently

abdicated the throne in 2010. Many MHAs

ago would have seen this coming a mile away.

the Tories claim they're owed under the

maintained that the offer was only up to $280

campaigned alongside Conservative candidates

Fool me once, shame on you; fool me twice,

Comprehensive Economic Trade Agreement

million, and lately they've been saying that the

in the last federal election, and now they look like

shame on me.

Wasteful E-Waste
Fees in the Province
Require More
Consumer Incentives
to Work

NDP Consumer Affairs Critic George Murphy

itself came to about $220,000. That means

from homes in St. John’s free of charge.

(MHA, St. John’s East) says the reports on

that more than 40 percent of the take, or

The company dismanufactures e-waste

the government’s e-waste recycling program

nearly $900,000, was profit.

in the province, and is the only company

show that too little is being spent on actually

in Newfoundland and Labrador doing so.

recycling electronics and encouraging the

Murphy suggests that building an incentive

"This fellow is employing people right now

public to recycle electronics – only about 10

into the program would do a lot to help it

and this EPRA crowd is putting them out of

percent of what was taken in during its first

succeed. If someone has to take a product

business," he said.

five months. Murphy lays the blame in large

like a television for recycling, he said, that

part on the design of the program itself, which

costs them money and time. And there

At the end of the day, Murphy says the

he says isn’t easily accessible across the

are about 275 registered municipalities

companies themselves should have to

province, and removes incentives to recycle.

in the province, with about 40 depots to

People in this province give a

build the cost of recycling into their

“They appear to be awfully top heavy,” Murphy

serve those. “There is no initiative here for

operations, particularly as they’re the ones

lot of money to the Electronic

said of the program, with overhead costs

somebody who pays the $50, not to take

who end up with the raw materials from

taking up about 45 percent of what was taken

that TV and dump that out in the woods as

in via the fees, “and the obvious deduction

an inconvenience," he said.

recycled electronics, and that a tax on not

BY TERRI COLES

Product Recycling Association
(EPRA), a not-for-profit that

from the numbers itself is that people are

collects the recycling fees we’re

paying too much for the recycling fees."

charged when we purchase

Having a deposit attached that could be
returned when products are brought for

The government’s own report showed that

recycling also adds the incentive to pursue it

in the program’s first five months, about

as a fundraiser, for example, for graduating

45 percent of the $2.5+ million collected

classes or sports teams. Murphy pointed

But one provincial MHA says those fees

in recycling fees – or $948,000 – went

out that there is also a local company,

aren’t actually doing much to encourage

towards overhead costs like administration.

eWasteNL (ewastenl.com), that does

people to recycle their old gadgets.

About 10 percent spent on the recycling

e-waste recycling and will pick up items

electronics in this province.

recycling should be paid by the businesses,
not the consumers. “We’re being caught in
the middle as consumers on this,”
he said, “and at the same time
we’re not being able to
participate in
protecting
our own
environment."

PHOTO: PREMIER.GOV.NL.CA
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Cops and Cabs BY TAXI EYES
Besides, culture is a living thing,
not trapped in amber. It grows and
evolves. Screech-Ins, Memory Stones
and mainlanders parading around the

There are 365 taxis in the City

There are some humorous instances. One
where the police officer backed up to the cab,

Avenue is called, get this,

downtown as Mummers are striking

of St. John’s and approximately

“The Quinnipac.”

examples of new traditions that have

600 taxi drivers. That is one hell

emerged from the primordial tide pool

put the passenger in, and parted with the

I mean, who names their home anymore?

of our imagination.

of a lot of eyes keeping watch.
Most drivers appreciate the work of the Royal

tried to get in the cop car by mistake, thinking

You don’t want to get too attached to

opened the rear door of the police car, took
out the passenger, opened the cab rear door,
words, “THIS is a cab. I am not a cab.” The guy
it was a cab. The cabbie had a great laugh.

the thing, especially a thing that’s only

What kind of people choose to live

built to last the term of the mortgage.

in these museums? Tweedy intellectuals,

a tough job. Wading into frenzied crowds of

Picture yourself at the curb, the claw of

that’s who. (The donning of tweed is now

hundreds of people on George Street to break

the backhoe tearing through your beloved

done in private so these sorts are harder

up fights is not my idea of fun. That’s what

plastic and pressboard, en suite and

to point at in the street). How many of

they do, and most of us agree they do it well.

the look out for someone. Usually a person

crafting room splintering and crashing,

those heritage homes are occupied by

toxic dust blooming from the rubble.

University Professors do you suppose?

Drivers understand what it’s like to be dealing

off. Sometimes, it is to look for a suspicious

“Goodbye Casa Krystal, we really had

And what portion of those are from

with people you don’t know, or how they will

some good times, didn’t we?”

the Faculty of Arts? Are we not,as

react in some circumstances. We appreciate

a there’s-no-such-thing-as-society,

how unstable some people become while

If you insist on having an old Victorian pile

moving from education to training? The

under the influence of alcohol or other drugs.

resource.

preserved for show at least let it be one

connection is not a direct one but I posit

with a white, English name. “Quinnipac”?

there is a link between heritage housing

With some exceptions, city police are

The RNC did participate in meetings with

It’s as made-up as “Qalipu.” Perhaps if it

and the tendency toward the study of

respectful of taxi drivers. They are tolerant

was called “The Windsor,” or “Haig House”

those Liberal Arts we have recognized

and are not immune to going lightly on

or “Colonial Manor.” Better still go

as unsustainable in a low tax world.

Dickensian, dub it “Olde Avarice” or “The

The original owners of “Quinnipac” the

CBC Turkey Drive.” Maybe something

Emersons, were “artistically inclined,”

pubby, something evoking an Inn like

Frederick Emerson was a multi-

“The Bribe and Stroke.”

instrumentalist and even lectured
on music at … wait for it …

Sure the City’s meddling in matters

Memorial University.

concerning property is … like … well …
a core part of its mandate, but we live in

These old places are a bitch to maintain,

smaller-government, less-regulation,

demanding the close and constant

trickle-down times. Have not developers in

attention of highly skilled and sensitive

town hitherto honoured commitments to

lumbersexuals. They are drafty and

preserve older properties without the guiding

costly to heat. How do they stand up,

hand of Government in their trousers? Their

environmentally, to a new shrink-

word is their bond and all that.

wrapped unit a mere hour away in heavy
traffic in Paradise or CBS?

The notion that people visit St. John’s for
its cultural heritage is patent nonsense.

We live in a new St. John’s, a bustling,

It’s the climate and proximity to other

modern place of security fences and

destinations that draws the tourists.

parking garages. Government supported

Head-hunters cite our unique big box

arts and culture is now only a direct

stores as an incentive for talent to

flight to Europe away. Do we really

relocate here.

need our own?

Newfoundland Constabulary. Our police have

driver infractions where no safety issues are
involved. However, the police are not without
some members who wait for any excuse, to
pull in drivers. For the longest time we were
badgered by one officer who was wrapped up
in the power of his job and did not hesitate to
bark directives at the drivers for little or no

It is not unusual to have the cab dispatchers
come on the set and ask all drivers to be on
with dementia or a child who has wandered
person in an area. These are requests from
police. They greatly increase their coverage
by doing that. It’s smart use of a municipal

drivers a few years back to educate on
hazardous driving situations. It no longer
happens, but drivers need much more of that
interaction.
Police respond promptly to our requests
for help. It is to our benefit to work with our
police and them with us. Taxis help keep
impaired drivers off the road. We get sobriety

apparent reason.

challenged people home when no one else

We haven’t seen him for a while. Maybe he

police. They realize it and so do the divers.

barked at the wrong person.

Got a Great Story Idea?
In addition to pieces by our regular
columnists, we often buy and publish
1 or 2 freelance pieces a month. We’re
after stories that are about 500 words
in length, on any subject that would fit
in the 12 sections of our paper, listed
in the Table of Contents. Get in touch
with our editor to pitch your stories:
chad@theovercast.ca

will. It is a valuable service to the City and the
Let’s hope the relationship continues to grow.
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Our Lips

want the seal hunt, it’s an abundant

Aren’t “Seal”-ed:

seals in our waters.”

resource, y’know, there’s like 7.3 million

Homegrown Support

But as much as there may be growing

Hanging on for a

support for the seal industry – perhaps most

Small but Mighty

and accessories trotting around the province

Industry

between “myths vs. realities” put forward

BY MEGHAN MCCABE

“Every year, the frozen landscape off

apparent in the number of seal fur clothing
– the hostility remains, a competition

COMMUNITY POLL RESULTS

What Should The
City’s New Year’s
Resolution Be?

Check our website’s
sidebar buttons to
contribute to each
monthly poll

by different groups.
RANDOMLY SELECTED RESPONSES

“I’m actually from the coast
of Labrador, so I know a lot of
people directly involved in this

of this industry,” said Nina Pye
of the seal industry, and the
battle being waged against it.

Square being the equivalent of Toronto’s

Canada’s East Coast is stained with blood, as

“While that ‘Downtown Parking Guide’

Kensington Market. Instead Churchill

tens of thousands of baby seals are brutally

was pretty and a nice gesture, it didn’t

Square remains a weird, half-dead relic of

exactly solve the downtown parking crisis.

what was once a promising hub or ‘second

I used the pamphlet. I drove around. Every

downtown.’ Churchill Square could totally

spot they directed me to was full. So, how

be a second downtown.”

about dealing with this problem? How

– NEGATIVE NANCY

slaughtered on the ice so their skins can
be sold for luxury products,” writes The
International Fund for Animal Welfare.

industry, and a lot of people
who’ve been displaced because

week. It would be the first step in Churchill

Yet research shows the seal population

about one parking garage to put the issue
of downtown parking to bed once and

“Boy, that's hard to narrow down to just

today is more than three times what it was

for all! Seems like a no-brainer: There is

one. How about instead of allowing

back in the 1970s; that seals enjoy a feed of

no parking, so, create some. I mean, hell,

beautiful things like century-old homes to

cod as much as many of us do (one grey seal

wouldn’t it also make the City money to

be demolished, they look at tearing down

requires 1 to 2 tonnes of food each year); that

charge us all a few bucks to get into a

that fucking harbour fence?”– BOOBIE

sealers are no longer killing those adorable

parking garage?” – NOT-PARKED SALLY

Pye said the European Union’s 2009 ban on seal

little white baby harp; the hunt is humane

products has certainly had a negative impact,

and carefully monitored to make sure

seen all too clearly in her hometown.“Y’know it’s

sealers are following the rules – though we

pretty sad that this has happened, and it’s pretty

don’t know how often they’re broken without

sad that Canada hasn’t been able to stop it and

anyone being caught, like anything else.

reverse it,” said Pye.

“Keep the sidewalks clear. Actually clear.
“Less talk, more action on city planning.

Not just have a tractor roll over them

Don’t just pay people to write reports on

leaving a thinner layer of snow covered in

‘whole neighbourhoods,’ but start enacting

more ice than the Loop.” – JESSIE

them too! I say this with encouragement, as
I am impressed by the chatter on the matter.

“A municipal affordable housing strategy.”

Here we go St. John’s, getting with the

– ADAM CASE

The industry isn’t huge – in this province,
The federal government notes 900 seal

times! I would love neighbourhoods where

it can be worth roughly $55 million to the

we didn’t need to get in a car to get a coffee,

“To stop putting fences around all the good

licenses means 900 families being supported

economy in one year, compared to the

some groceries, some restaurant food, or

things - and to tear down the ones that are

by the industry, with sealers earning up to

seafood industry valued at roughly $1 billion

a park. This is a notoriously car-dependent

already there!” – AMY

30 per cent of their annual salaries

a year. But it’s getting high-profile support,

city, largely because our neighbourhoods

from the hunt.

and promoting using the entire animal.

Pye was part of a group outside Mile One

In top restaurants in St. John’s, chefs are

Centre one night in November, when singer

bringing seal meat to the people sporting

Sarah McLachlan –who has spoken against

those “luxury” fur items, but turning their

the seal hunt - was performing inside.

noses up at the idea of seal flipper pie.

Local singer Janet Cull spearheaded

Village Mall, man, before it just gets worse

with some brains.” – C.H.MONSTER

and worse and turns into the breeding
grounds for the end of the world. The place
is frightening. I can’t be alone in thinking
so. I agree with the leading question in

allow Sobeys/Dominion to just leave the

your poll! Bulldoze the Village Mall, and put

rotting carcass of their former stores there

up a permanent carnival/amusement park.

‘so no one else – no competition – can

Generate some money for the City! Roller

move in.’ Can you imagine what a perfect

Coasters are way deadlier than duplicates

home the old Sobeys building in Churchill

of stores already in the Avalon – just up

Square would be for the St. John’s Farmer’s

the damn road! – and you can keep some

Market! My God, what a dream that would

of the Village Mall sketchbags as Carnival

be: a market that’s functional 7 days a

freaks.” – JANE DOE

Research shows

the protein benefits of the

“Facts not Fiction,” and

locally sourced, free range,

today is more than

“Free Range.”

three times what it

organic meat.

was back in the
much support, people

“Something has got to be done with the
“All I want for Christmas is a city council

be something really special if the city didn’t

and delicious ways, while touting

1970s.

known for our obesity.” – ANON

are all putting seal on tables in new

the seal population

“Yeah I’m getting so

(pavement) b’y.”– FAKE

“Ropewalk Lane and Churchill Square could

out leaflets, and holding
“Culturally Important,”

“Lay another few inches of blacktop

I wonder if that explains why we’re also

Mallard Cottage, Raymond’s, and Chinched

the gentle protest, passing
signs saying things like

are barren in the amenities department.

So now more people can have
their seal boots and eat it, too.
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Flight Centre has landed
in Newfoundland!
We pride ourselves on our passion for travel and expert
knowledge and look forward to assisting you on your next
vacation. Give us a try!
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Province Passing
on Win-Win
“Net Metering”
Solution for Local
Energy Demands
That Every Other
Province Has in
Place
BY AMY STOODLEY

Another DarkNL is looming
Mention this ad to our Flight Centre Water Street
location and save $50* on your next vacation.

Flight Centre Water Street
351 Water Street, St John’s | 709 738 3815
*Conditions apply. Expires Jan 31, 2015. One (1) discount per booking. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Vacation must include roundtrip airfare from Canada and
minimum 3 nights accomm, cruise or tour. † We will beat any written quoted airfare by $1 and give you a $20 voucher for future travel. “Fly Free” offer applies only where
all “Lowest Airfare Guarantee” criteria are met but Flight Centre does not beat quoted price. Additional important conditions apply. For full terms and conditions visit www.
flightcentre.ca/lowestairfareguarantee-flyfree. FCWATER1114.
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a $5 million digester that breaks down cow
waste and turns poop into power. They only
use twenty percent of what they can produce,
but because they’re not allowed to sell it back
to the grid, the energy is wasted.
The restrictions make it hard for local
businesses to compete internationally
with global companies that are using green
services, says Lomond. "[Net Metering]
would increase their competitiveness,
help the companies remain in their
communities, and grow"
In 2007, the Provincial Government
committed to implementing a Net Metering
policy in its energy plan. Environmental sector
businesses have been pushing for an update
ever since but haven’t had any luck. Lomond

and some local businesses

says it’s preventing business owners and

want to help.

entrepreneurs from innovating new green
products and services.

They’re producing their own energy from
renewable resources like solar, biomass, or

And it shows … Newfoundland and Labrador

wind turbines, and what they don’t use, they

has the smallest number of clean technology

want to put back in the province's power grid

companies per capita of any province. A

to offset their company’s energy costs and

Report Card on the greenest provinces in

take some pressure off our strained power

Canada from Corporate Knights Magazine

system. Seems like a win-win situation but

puts Newfoundland and Labrador in last

the Provincial Government won’t let it happen.

place when it comes to green innovation.
"You want to create a market that supports

15% OFF
UNTIL
JAN 31

Net Metering happens all over the world.

local innovation. There's no market incentive

Policies are in place in every American State

to innovate or explore new types of products.

and every Canadian Province…except this one.
Environmental experts say it doesn’t make
sense. "This is a case where policy is behind,”
Says NL Environmental Industry Association
President Ted Lomond. “If you want to have
firms in Newfoundland and Labrador that are
innovative, world leaders, are competitive
and are going to thrive, we need a policy

MegaFood Whole
Food Supplements

framework that is equally agile and adapts to
the needs of industry.”
Lomond says without a policy, local

Whole food supplements made with real food,
for real energy and health

businesses are at a disadvantage. "Net

Made from a variety of gently dried, fresh raw
whole foods and organic herbs

they can turn their waste into energy and how

All MegaFood products are free of GMOs, as well as
pesticides, herbicides, gluten, dairy, and soy.

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254

metering encourages people to look at how

You need to look at this as an economic
development opportunity."
Local company Abydoz Wastewater uses
engineered wetlands for wastewater treatment.
They use soil and plants to treat water from
your toilet. Lomond says a net metering policy
could have a big impact on that company. “You
could use turbines to generate energy to run
the system. The problem is the turbines would
produce way more power than they would
actually need, but if a municipality could use net
metering, it would let them use the energy to
run their rec-plex or skating rink."

they can use that to reduce their operating
costs and become more competitive"

"You got companies out there that are doing
some cutting edge stuff despite government

Some companies in the province are

policy, but they could do so much more. It's

producing their own energy. New Word Dairy

also an option for homeowners who want to

Farm on the West Coast recently invested in

reduce their environmental footprint."
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Stop Rolling Your
Eyes at Arts Grants;
They Benefit an
Industry, not Just
an Artist, and
Indirectly Employ
Many People

condition. Think about the impact art has
on the world: in 2014, we still quote dead
authors like Tolstoy, go see art by dead people

because an author has a publisher, which employs several people

Christmas. What else lasts the ages like art?

making salaries off of editing, designing, promoting, and distributing

Certainly not technology (typewriter anyone?),
fashion (weird white wigs, gentleman?), or

authors’ books to media and bookstores, which in turn employ a lot

even laws (remember witch hunts?). Consider

of journalists, booksellers, delivery drivers, printing presses,

also how often you talk TV or music with your

award juries, etc, etc."

friends.
Too few people seem to know it, but
Newfoundland is considered the country’s
music scene in this city is as rich and diverse
as any Canadian city. We as Newfoundlanders
and Labradorians should know this, embrace

The funny thing about people
who crap on the existence of

it, and be glad our government recognizes
stunning art as part of Newfoundland culture. I
like going to Toronto and having people tell me

Arts Grants is that they’re often

how much they love our novelists – because

the same people who write off

ten years ago it was, “Tell me a Newfie Joke!

their happy hour drinks or a
new personal-use lawn mower
as a business expense.
Cheating a system is worse than accepting a
helping hand, and the Arts & Entertainment
Industry contributes far more to society than
that last "business dinner" you wrote off.
Picture a world without music, without
Netflix, without books to read or base
movies on, without festivals to entertain
you, and you’re taking your first step toward

Say something silly!” The Arts have played a big
part in the cultural evolution of this province,
and Arts Grants have been the helping hand.
Also, getting more practical, we ought to
appreciate art not just for the entertainment

As I type this, MusicNL are jurying their next

might never have been able to record a first

round of demo and recording grants, the

album, that allowed them to tour or apply

NLAC has just released the recipients of their

for the awards that got them heard and

latest round of grant winners, and the City of

signed to labels. These people can now make

St. John’s has a call out for grant applications.

a living from their craft the way a plumber

Yes, some artists churn out junk you feel isn’t

or doctor does. And we need good music,

worthy of money, but you should know every

good books, good film, good art, and good

grant is juried, and it’s really quite hard to get

festivals the way we need working toilets

a grant: you write a lengthy application to vie

and prescriptions. If you disagree, than prove

for a piece of the limited pot of money. They’re

it: keep your stereos and TVs off this week;

not hand-outs, they’re more like awards.

don’t open a book or magazine this week, and
strip the art off your walls. It’s a lesser world

The reality is, without a grant, a band like Hey

without art, and for that reason, I’d argue that

Rosetta or Amelia Curran – both currently

art is likely the best thing our governments

topping national, year-end “best of” lists –

are investing in.

value of Jordan Canning’s new film, or the
sheer joy of a Mark Bragg or Beer Patrice
show, but for the bottom line: There is money
in the arts and entertainment industry. Maybe
not for the artists themselves, but for the
people selling the artists’ goods.
I am an author. Like any author – when you

appreciating Arts Grants.

strip away advances, awards, adaptations,

Grants benefit individual artists, sure, but

bucks per book sold. But my book is fed into

ultimately they invest in The Arts, and the

fed into a book industry that employs and benefits many people –

like Van Gogh, or listen to ol’ Bing Crosby at

goldmine for Canadian literary fiction, and the

BY CHAD PELLEY

“A novel an author wrote with the help of an arts grant will be

and festival appearances – I make about two
a book industry that employs and benefits

Arts are an industry, like the fishery, that

many, many people. I have a publisher,

generates money and employment – think

which employs several people making

book and music stores, movie cinemas, or the

yearly salaries off of editing, promoting,

newspapers that write about gallery exhibits

and distributing my books to media and

and plays. The people harping on Arts Grants

bookstores, which in turn employ a lot of

tend not to complain when the government

journalists, booksellers, delivery drivers,

sinks money into oil exploration, or the new

printing presses, award juries, etc, etc.

Convention Centre downtown, because they
see the economic benefit, but Arts Grants fuel

A one-time investment in my latest book

an industry too. The only difference is that the

employs not just me, but the 50+ people that

Arts not only produce products that generate

will be paid to do something on its behalf,

money, but culture and entertainment to boot.

right down to Air Canada carting me off to the
Vancouver Writers Festival, and the vendors

At its best, art transcends entertainment

at the Granville Island Marketplace I buy food

and becomes commentary on the human

at while in BC.

Based on the novel by Wayne Johnston

February 18-21 | Arts & Culture Centre
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250 DUCKWORTH
STREET
Open daily from 11:30
a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

The Peaceful Loft
New Spot on Duckworth for Vegetarian Fare

BY LAUREN POWER

TALKING VEGGIE EATS
Seitan is also known as wheat meat

After many years as Asian Taste,
250 Duckworth Street is now
home to the Peaceful Loft, a

cousin is Formosa Tea House, with its Asian

sushi-style roll, filled with rice and bean curd,

or gluten meat, because, well, it’s made

inspiration, dim sum-style offerings, and

avocado, cucumber, and TVP, in a soy wrapper,

from gluten, the main protein present

ample vegan options.

lightly fried with sesame oil. Daily specials

in wheat. It is not, however, like bread.

include dishes like the Ma-Pau, a popular

Wheat flour is washed until all the starch

Szechwan dish of tofu in a spicy chili sauce.

falls away, leaving only gluten behind,

new vegetarian spot catering

The menu is a mix of Chinese, Cantonese,

to vegetarians, vegans, and

and Japanese offerings. In the month since

everybody that enjoys tasty
Asian cuisine.

which is then cooked like meat. Much

they opened, the menu has been tweaked,

Lifelong vegetarians and vegans have been

like tofu, it’s a common meat substitute,

dropping less-unique options like sushi in

very pleased with the variety. For fans of

but has a chewier, meat-like texture

favour of some additional savoury dishes

hot stuff, there’s plenty to enjoy. There are

than tofu. It’s quite popular in East Asian,

featuring tofu, veggie ham, and seitan.

mild dishes if you’re a baby when it comes

Japanese, and Chinese cuisine. “TVP”

to anything on the Scoville scale above a

is short for textured vegetable protein.

The owners, Paulo and Lisa, arrived from
Macau, China, two years ago and came to St.

The menu also features veggie and vegan

jalapeño, and there’s plenty of spicy stuff on

It is typically made from soy flour and

John's to start their own Chinese/vegetarian/

takes on classic Asian dishes like Cha siu bao

the menu. There are definitely a few dishes

has a mild beany flavor. Because of its

vegan restaurant. “We wanted a place that we

(barbecue-pork-filled bun). The Cantonese-

that will be sure to clear your sinuses.

texture, it is often used as a ground

could share what we know,” says Paulo. “We

style buns feature barbecue-flavoured protein

wanted to share with our friends that visit here.”

or sweet lotus seed paste. The buns are

The Peaceful Loft’s husband and wife owners

served with fresh, house-made sauces: a hot

make a dynamic team — Lisa leading the

In a city with plenty of vegetarians but only a

sauce and an oyster sauce, which is actually a

back of the house, while Paulo tends to the

handful of vegetarian restaurants, it’s easy to

vegetarian recipe, flavoured with mushrooms

front. Paulo is an incredibly attentive host,

lentil soup to start and slices of kiwi fruit to

draw comparisons to other veggie-friendly

instead of mollusks.

opening the door for every patron that entered

finish the meal. Overall, it’s worth a visit. If

or left, never letting the tea cups become

you’re stuck for what to order, Paulo has got

more than half empty, and doling out sweet

you covered.

spots like The Sprout or Happy Hummus Hut.
However, Peaceful Loft’s closest culinary

The house specialty is the Peaceful Roll, a

meat substitute in food items like tacos,
burgers, or burritos.

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

RESTAURANT PORTRAIT
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SEASONAL RECIPES WITH A LOCAL TWIST

Roasted Vegetable & Quinoa Salad
with Smoked Cheddar & Chipotle
Dressing By Melany Otis & Elisabeth Luther
This warming and colourful

salt and black pepper. Place vegetables on

quinoa salad is filled with

a parchment lined baking sheet and bake in

perfectly roasted vegetables,

preheated oven for 30 minutes, until soft and
golden. Mix the vegetables after 15 minutes

plump pomegranate seeds,

of cooking to ensure they roast evenly.

delicious smoked cheddar from

Let the roasted vegetables cool for 20-30

Five Brothers Cheese, and a
smokey chipotle dressing made
with oils from O’Leva. This
flavourful salad can be served
as a full meal or as a side dish.
YIELD: 8 servings

minutes. In a small bowl, whisk together the
chipotle dressing ingredients: olive oils, white
balsamic vinegar, sea salt and pepper.Once
the roasted vegetables have cooled down,
transfer them to a large salad bowl and mix
in with cooked quinoa, smoked cheddar and
pomegranate seeds. Pour chipotle dressing
over the salad and mix well. Serve and enjoy.

PREP TIME: 1 hour

Thank you to Five Brothers Cheese for

INGREDIENTS

to O’Leva for providing the chipotle infused

Salad
4 cups butternut squash, cubed
4 cups Brussels sprouts, cut in half
2 medium onions, diced
5 cloves garlic, cut in half
4 tablespoons olive oil

providing the delicious smoked cheddar and
olive oil and peach white balsamic vinegar
for this recipe.
Melany Otis is the owner of the award-winning
catering company Fine Food Factory. Elisabeth
Luther is a food photographer and the author
of the popular food blog Homemade Hearts.

1 teaspoon sea salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
4 cups cooked quinoa
1 cup Five Brothers Cheese smoked
cheddar, cubed
½ cup pomegranate seeds or dried cranberries
Chipotle Dressing
½ cup extra-virgin olive oil
¼ cup O’Leva Chipotle infused olive oil
½ cup O’Leva peach white balsamic vinegar

FINE FOOD FACTORY
HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca

½ teaspoon sea salt
½ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
PREPARATION
Preheat oven at 400oF. In a large mixing bowl,
combine butternut squash, Brussels sprouts,
onions, garlic with 4 tablespoons olive oil, sea

HOMEMADE HEARTS
HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca           
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Churchill Square: An imperfect
nostalgia worth a visit.
BY EMILY DEMING

Despite what Martek property

full of

management claimed in a Kids-

dumplings

in-the-Hall-worthy newsletter,

To improve is
to change; to
be perfect is to
change often.

and, lets face

WINSTON
CHURCHILL

it, the best name

Churchill Square has never been

in town. Its shelves

“to St. John’s what Granville

are not always full, but its ramen selection is

Island is to Vancouver, the
Beaches to Toronto and St.

decent and just a few minutes walk from MUN’s
campus. Sakura Sushi is also a bonus for the
MUN students: decent, close and healthy.

Armand’s to Sarasota” (Martek
Marketplace: Vol 1, Issue 3,
Winter 2002, “Unique Charm and
Diversity at Churchill Square”).

/ THE OVERCAST /
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Food Flash
Jumping Bean Coffee Swallows
Up Hava Java, Kind Of.
Before the recent proliferation of food culture and cafes downtown, there was
the one coffee shop that mattered: the cultural institution known as Hava Java. As of late
December, after a 19 year run, Hava Java is no more. It’s founding owner, Rob Collins, has
joined forces with Jumping Bean Coffee — a long time supplier of Hava Java. Both Hava
Java locations have already been converted to Jumping Bean outlets. The move is more of
an amalgamation of their forces than anything: Collins has joined Jumping Bean Coffee
as their Regional Cafe Operations Manager, and his first order of business has been to

If you are heading to Churchill Square for

“bring the great quality of Hava Java's beverages to all 11 of the Jumping Bean locations

food you are likely going, not for groceries,

across Atlantic Canada.”

but for Quintana’s. I love Quintana’s. I realize
that is not a proper review but, damn it all, I

As for regular patrons of Hava Java, a Facebook post declared, “Don't worry, you'll see all

just love Quintana’s. It is the only real place to

the familiar faces behind the counter and the coffee will remain the same. Jumping Bean

With the vacancy left by the SaveEasy closing

get Mexican food in town (no, Zapata’s does

has always roasted Hava Java's signature blends, so your favourite beans and beverages

in 2012 (and the Dominion before that), the

not count). Objectively it is not great Mexican

complex is still missing an anchor. Though

will still be here. There will be some changes to the menu (all good changes we think).”

if taken out of Newfoundland context, but it

discussions of Loblaw’s (the vacant building’s

is fresh, satisfying, well made food, served

In addition, people used to hearing daily soups and lunch offerings from the two Hava

owners) policies and the city’s development and

by totally agreeable waiters. You could go

property tax policies are relevant to the current

to Quintana’s with a toddler and a bunch of

state of Churchill Square, that will have to wait

30-somethings for supper and Happy Hour

for another day. To get to the bottom of things,

and everyone’s needs will be met. You could

you must first scratch the surface. And the

go to Quintana’s to grieve when your beloved

surface of Churchill Square is, even without an

dog dies or to celebrate the day your children

anchor, worth a scratch in at least a few spots.

graduate kindergarten. The place is that

To quote my new favourite hyperbolic PDF

companionable. Plus the salsa and other freshly

once more, Churchill Square has “attracted an

made hot sauces are great by any standards.

Steph and Liz would all absolutely shop there.
It is Twisted Sister’s wild auntie who, sure,

The new sweet shop in The Square is

If you just need a deli or a coffee there is a Tim

lives out in CBS, but still rocks the party. Plus

disappointing, as could have been guessed by

they have a large selection of Hue leggings and

their specializing in candied apples. Donairs

cute dresses on the sale rack.

are just inherently disappointing in the core

intriguing mix of tenants” (Martek, 2002).

Java sites, via social media, can rest easy. “We're working on a new structure for our
social media so that each cafe will have posts relevant to its fans and
customers, as well as pertinent national information when needed.”

store. If you like Coronation Street, you will

park across Elizabeth Avenue. It is one of the

have a time at C’est Moi. Carla, Michelle, Tracy,

few in town with climbing nets.

Even without a grocer in the square, there are

Horton’s … kidding! There is a Tim Horton’s,

still some places with fresh food and grocery

but no one needs a coffee that badly. Luckily,

items. The most obvious is the open air market

Living Rooms’ cafe is just one floor below

in the parking lot. You can find Fagan’s Farm

Timmy’s and serves a rotating selection of

Everything in Churchill square feels a little

meter oversight is vicious, and yes, there is

truck here most days selling local berries/basic

decent coffee. If you buy one bag of coffee

dated. I like to pretend I am shopping in 1965.

still that gaping grocery store gap, but you
can buy a decent bathing suit mid-winter

of their I’m-not-schwarma-ness, the parking

veggies/seasonal hauls.

(they have Santropol from Montreal –

Nowhere helps me in this fantasy more than

Closer to the entrance off

yes! and Jumping Bean), you get a free

the children’s clothing shop The Strawberry

that doesn’t go up your butt at Take the

of Pinebud Avenue, The

cup on the spot. Watch your wallet, their

Tree. Do not misinterpret, they have modern

Plunge, the public bathrooms are clean, and

Seafood Shop has fresh

lunches are very reasonably priced but

clothes, but the whole feel and even the

there are a few stand alone businesses all

fish and shellfish and they

their selection of not-strictly-necessary-

general style they stock is timelessly old-

within walking distance of one parking lot, or

will place orders if you

but-super-appealing kitchen wares is

fashioned in the best way. Their commitment

walking distance period of the university, and

are looking for something

dangerously fun.

to quality is also blessedly old-fashioned. The

city centre neighbourhoods. In Summation:

clothes I have bought here for my daughter

I never made it to Big Ben’s Pub. So take

specific. Just Goody Mart
(“One Easy Stop for Asian

Also in the basement of the Terrace on

are the best made I have found at a local

me for a pint and tell me what you think of

Grocery”) has a large freezer

The Square building is C’est Moi Clothing

shop. If your kid(s) are with you, check out the

Churchill Square.
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Editor’s Picks:

The Best
Non-Local Albums
of the Year
THE THREE BEST ALBUMS

These aren’t necessarily
the best albums of the year, but
they’re among them. They’re also cliché
picks, because it was that kind of year for
music: a pile of break-out debuts, stellar
sophomore efforts, and killer comeback
albums that stole all the headlines for
good reason.

her EP. The Future Happens Anyway by NQ

Advantage: As always, their music is marked

studio, to capture her personal rebirth on tape,

Arbuckle: Canada’s best romp and holler,

by a trademark intensity, not in sound, but in

and came out of it with one of the best country

Divisionary by Ages and Ages: An 8-person

hook-heavy bar band delivered their best

feel, and Paul Banwatt continues his reign as

albums of the last 5 years.

band big on gang vocals and banging on a

album to date. Benji by Sun Kill Moon: Like

the most band-enhancing drummer in Canada.

bunch of different instruments to create a

wine, Mark Kozelek just gets better, and more

Too True by Dum Dum Girls is interchangeable

filler-free album of catchy, lively songs. Heal

sophisticated with age. What a Goddamn

with any of these picks.

by Strand of Oaks: Musical innovator meets

album this is.

the right producer and creates an intense and
immediately engaging twist on rock. Lost in
the Dream by The War on Drugs: Third time

THE THREE BEST STRAIGHT-UP
ROCK ALBUMS

THE THREE BEST
NEW ROCK ALBUMS

THE THREE BEST FOLK
ROCK ALBUMS
Stay Gold by First Aid Kit: Five years
ago, everyone was amazed two teenagers
could write such stunning music. All that’s

Darlings by Kevin Drew: Broken Social Scene

changed is how much better these sisters get

for these crowned kings of modern rock

The Physical World by Death from Above

albums included, this is Drew’s best offering

with every album, and Stay Gold is almost

that combine the best elements of the last 5

1979: Outrageously in-your-face guitar riffs that

to date. EPI by Operators: His former bands,

un-touchably good. Remedy by Old Crow

decades of their genre.

are more rock’n’roll than your nan waking up

like Wolf Parade, The Handsome Furs, and

Medicine Show: The best bluegrass band

in the drunk tank with another face tat. Teeth

The Divine Fits were all groundbreakers, but

alive is only getting better with every album.

Dreams by The Hold Steady: If fist pumping

with Operators, Dan Boeckner might have

Swimming Time by Shovels & Rope: A stellar

hadn’t already been a thing, this album would

found his true home. They Want My Soul by

sophomore effort from a rowdy, foot-banging

Self-titled by Alvvays: Everyone’s favourite

have independently invented it. Self-titled by

Spoon: on Spoon’s last few records, it was

folk duo with enough hooks and harmonies to

new indie pop band are as solid as they are

Ryan Adams: The years since Heartbreaker

clear they were in flux, and that evolution in

catch anyone’s ear.

easy to like. Self-titled by Girlpool: This

have seen some serious highs alongside

sound took a few hiccups, like 2010’s identity-

young duo believes the vulnerability of

some questionable moments; this new album

confused offering Transference, to get to the

playing only guitar and bass without a band

re-establishes Ryan as an icon worthy of his

sound they nail on this new album.

makes their music more pure and honest

reputation for solid gold songwriting.

was a charm, or at least a break-out album,

THE THREE BREAKOUT DEBUTS

and original. It does. We Loved Her Dearly by
Lowell: This album picks up where Lorde’s
internationally acclaimed debut left off, adding

THE THREE BEST INDIE
ROCK ALBUMS

THE THREE BEST FOLK ALBUMS
Things Are Really Great Here, Sort Of by

THE THREE BEST
ALT-COUNTRY ALBUMS

Andrew Bird: A musical genius known for
complex, orchestral songs proved his bare
songwriting abilities here by recording an

English Oceans by Drive-by Truckers: The

album with barely anything but an acoustic.

Wooden Aquarium by Mazes: YouTube

10th LP from Alabama’s lyrically and musically

Sleeping Operator by The Barr Brothers: An

“Salford” by these guys, and you’ll be sold. Get

genuine alt-country pioneers is among their

outrageously good and carefully crafted album

Back by Pink Mountaintops: This album is a

best. Any Day Now by The Far West: The Far

by a band that has a harp player, a drummer

wild, unrestrained, genre-jumping fit of feral

West marry the classic yearning and killer

with a bicycle wheel as a cymbal, and a

music, and also gave the world the raunchiest,

hooks of good alt-country with the romp and

guitarist that occasionally uses a slide and

In Flames by Kandle: Her voice is as sharp,

most lyrically shocking song of all time – see

holler of something more. All or Nothin’ by

dental floss as a pick. Not So Deep as a Well

bold, and commanding as her twangy guitar

the cameo in “North Hollywood Microwave.”

Nikki Lane: Scorned, broken-hearted woman

by Myriam Gendron: a true, fingerpicked,

riffs – this debut LP exceeded the promise of

Mended with Gold by The Rural Alberta

goes into Dan Auerbach’s (The Black Keys)

unplugged, honest folk album.

more punch and layers to this new breed of
electro-bed music.

THE THREE BEST SINGERSONGWRITER ALBUMS

Music
THE THREE BEST AM
COUNTRY ALBUMS
Strong Feelings by Doug Paisley: A strong
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A Chat with Man of Many Mics, Micah Brown

album featuring all of the telecaster twang
and singalong hooks the genre is known for.
Sometimes Chicken, Sometimes Feathers by
Graham Nicolas: Explores every direction

There are few people in town

country can take a listener in, all the while

as vital as Micah Brown is for

feeling cohesive and like the kind of album
that reveals a new gem with each listen.

diversifying and enlivening

Beauty is So Common by Slow Leaves:

background. I try to cast my net pretty wide

YouTube seemed fitting. I don’t like formal

and take in as much as I can from the vast

band pages (bandcamp/facebook/website)

network of creative minds in the city.

unless you’ve got something substantial to
give people. The YouTube format is the least

the local music scene.

You seem to be playing with Maans more

sprinkled with social-media-bs-promo,

than most bands you’re in: is Maans the

and cuts straight to the point, click play

production value on an Imaginary Cities

His many monikers – Maans, Micah Brown,

main outfit for you these days?

and listen. We’re recording our third set of

album that he approached the album’s

Ghost Pills, and more – not only help fill the

Maans has been my principal writing outlet

demos in the coming weeks, and from the

producer, hoping to marry his folk-country

bills on local shows, but they’re united by a

for 2014, so consequently it’s what I’m

10-11 songs recorded we hope to produce a

sound with the pop-hook sensibilities

sound distinct to the man’s bands, and that

trying to get out there on a ground level.

debut release.

sound is a sound every city needs: think of

I write the bones of the songs and the

bands like Japandroids, where sheer energy

band turns it into a Maans track. We’re

You’ve just put Gutless Wonder’s

becomes an instrument in itself, pouring

releasing our first album in late January,

latest offering up on Bandcamp –

out from your speakers.

so to support that I’ve been trying to create

explain how 3 people in 3 provinces

a little presence in the local scene. It’s a

collaborated to make a record in spite

band I really wanted to make after being

of geographical limitations.

in a project that took our songwriting very

Having some good online means of storage

seriously. The idea is to be poppy and loose,

is key, as well as an active Facebook
message. I would produce a mix, send it

Grant Davidson was so impressed with the

of that producer.

THE THREE BEST LOUD ALBUMS
Here and Nowhere Else by Cloud Nothings:
It’s rare to see a band come so fully into their

Micah, what’s going on with all

own sound as this duo does here, imbuing

these musical projects, I can’t keep

punk with more punch than its ancestors ever

up: why have so many?

packed, and more accessibility than noise

I have a hard time settling on one project.

and focus on making a genuine connection

rock is known for. Self-titled by Eagulls:

One day I want to play in a dance rock band,

with the listener while being as fun and

to the guys, and they would give me notes.

The best songs on this album are worth

the next I want to start a hardcore band. I’m

stupid as possible.

Then I’d use their notes to make a new mix,

blowing a speaker for. Blame Confusion by

constantly thinking of a new idea for a new

Solids: Think of what Japandroids meets

project, music video, track, etc. Sometimes

The Constantines might sound like, and yes,

I’ll have 5 new ideas in a day, sometimes

Solids are really that good.

I have 50. Not all of them are good, and

and repeat until completion.
Ghost Pills is fabulous and a great
contribution to the St. John’s music

You’ve put out some great stuff as RPM

scene, particularly in terms of

challenge offerings under your own

diversifying it. Why are the demos

name. Plan on doing one next month?

only on YouTube? When can we expect

This year I’ll be collaborating with my

an album on Bandcamp or Fred’s or

brother James, it will be my fourth year

educational purposes, I consider myself an

somewhere?

doing an RPM and his second.

artist in the earliest stages of development.

The Ghost Pills demos are really just jam

We’ve released a few split

Mountain: A collaboration of 6 musicians

My formal schooling isn’t in the arts, so

recordings with some vocals put on top. I

EPs together, so listening

from 5 different bands produces some

I’m trying to compensate for that. You can

like the idea of people committing listening

to those will be a good

aching, haunting, songs for a rainy

learn a lot from working with different

to it in its full form (as if they’re seeing

indicator of the

Sunday. Morning Phase by Beck: The

folks, everyone has their own interests and

us live), so the continuous play format of

record’s sound.

maybe 1% of them are actually realised,

THE THREE BEST MELLOW
ALBUMS
Farewell Bastard Mountain by Bastard

I just can’t even imagine keeping it all in
for one project. The other side of it is for

perfect soundtrack for a pensive catnap
in a sun-warmed bed. July by Marissa
Nadler: Haunting folk songs that are more
atmospheric than spare.

THE BEST DANCE ALBUMS
Year of the Caprese by Cherub: The grittier,
dirtier, less cheesy younger cousin of
Chromeo. White Women by Chromeo:
They’ve perfected what they do: ultra-dancy
electro-funk. Ephemeral by Rich Aucoin:
This man legitimizes a genre everyone
has a hard time taking seriously.

THE THREE MOST
INNOVATIVE ALBUMS

THREE OLD NAMES MADE
NEW AGAIN

This former
Soul Coughing
frontman officially

If music is a vase, these three albums threw

Singer’s Grave a Sea of Tongues by Bonnie

has more than 10

that vase at a wall and put it back together

Prince Billy: Who better to re-work and

solo albums, each with more hooks than a

like we’ve never heard music arranged

re-record songs by Bonnie Prince Billy than

Tom Petty best-of album. Always striving

before. Too Bright by Perfume Genius; Nikki

theYman himself? Farewell Transmissions:

to stay fresh, on his latest offering, half the

Nack by Tune-Yards; Taiga by Zola Jesus.

The Songs of Jason Molina: a 27-song

songs are collaborations with hip hop artists.

See also: The Future is Void by EMA; Self-

tribute to a recently deceased God among

The result is an indie rock album

titled by Warpaint.

songwriters. Stellar Motel by Mike Doughty:

catchier than the flu.
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while offering what he describes as a “hand

guitar and synthesizer parts.

outstretched” for listeners experiencing

Owen Pallett
Returns to
St. John’s in Support
of In Conflict

similar difficulties. “Other people who are in

While writing the record, Pallett worked with

various less sane states hear these songs and

both the recording studio and live performance

immediately know what I’m talking about,” he

in mind, arranging the songs for both an

says. Now, however, more than six months

orchestra and his live trio, which features

after the album’s release, Pallett sees the

Smith and Gordon. “I’m kind of writing these

album a little differently. “I’ve started to realize

songs simultaneously for the record and

that maybe the record that I thought I was

the live thing,” he says, “so as a result, it’s

making for other people was a little more

almost like I’m writing two songs at once.”

made for me.”

Pallett also makes expert use of live looping
technologies to perform augmented solo

“We had to stick around an extra couple days

Pallett’s trademark orchestral flourishes and

arrangements of his songs, allowing him

before the show was actually played, but it

lush textures are still present on In Conflict,

to emulate a whole string section or take a

was awesome. It was such a great show, I

but there is also a more prevelant rock rhythm

song in an interesting new direction. “The live

can’t wait to come back.”

section, featuring Matt Smith and Robbie

looping is the cornerstone of what I do, and it’s

cancelled in St. John’s in the

Gordon. As a result, the record was recorded

something that I’ve kind of decided that I want

winter of 2010, composer, singer,

Nearly five years later, Pallett is returning in

live off the floor to analogue tape, showcasing

to be the game killer on, so it’s what I’ve, for

support of his 2014 Polaris Prize nominated

Gordon’s drumming and better capturing

better or for worse, continued working with,”

album In Conflict. The record marks a new

the feel and sound of the performances. The

he explains.

approach and development in Pallett’s

trio of Pallett, Smith, and Gordon wrote six

songwriting, with a greater emphasis placed

songs together for the album, which balance

Weather permitting, Owen Pallett will

on the events of his own life, rather than

with six of Pallett’s electronic and orchestral

return to St. John’s on January 21st for a

“I think we tried to land three times, and could

exploring more fictional concepts as in some of

compositions. In Conflict also features

performance at The Rockhouse. For more

only land the third time, and by that time it

his earlier writing. The twelve tracks deal with

legendary musician and producer Brian Eno

information on the show, visit mightypop.ca,

some of Pallett’s own issues and struggles,

contributing backing vocals, along with some

and tickets are available at etixnow.com.

BY LUKAS WALL

Despite almost having a show

and violinist Owen Pallett is
prepared to brave the fog and
snow to come back to the city.

was too late to play the show,” says Pallett.

Cara Lee Coleman
on Her New
Album, Give up
and Die
BY DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

and the feeling stayed with me. It wasn't

anything outside of this form, and also

tracks on “Hide Away.” Other than

that I was suicidal as most people

having this creepy sense that I remember

that it's all me.

automatically assume, but it was more

before I was human, and also remember

like, if there was a rewind/erase button, I

the future. Fear of immortality! I know it's

There’s a lot of diversity here with

probably would have pushed it. Everything

really out there. I just completed a year of

funky, Beck-like moments (“Hide

doesn't have to be so literal though. Giving

yoga philosophy and the awareness that

Away”) and the grungy-groove of

up and dying is also about surrender and

comes from that has not done me any

“Mania.” Was the goal to mix it up as

rebirth. The process of recording changed

mental favours so far. Hoping it'll all even

much as possible?

the direction of the music. The more I

out one day I guess.

I never set out to create a record with a

recorded, the more I enjoyed being here,

Cara Lee Coleman is a prolific
singer-songwriter in the St.
John’s indie-rock underground
scene. Her latest record, Give
Up and Die, was written in two
weeks and continues her almost
annual string of releases.

certain format or sound. If I try to do that it

being me. It started out as a working title,

How did the recording go? I noticed

never works out anyway so I just go where

but every time I told someone they would

some guest vocals on “The Good Fight.”

the energy flows. What started out as a

crack up laughing so I kept it because it

This was by far the easiest set up I've ever

desperate attempt at employing a coping

made people smile.

had. It was equivalent to point and shoot.

mechanism, quickly turned to philosophical

I used my Mac with Garageband and

insights and relationship drama. “Mania”

That sheds light on songs like “LIFE”

pressed record. No mics or pre amps or

was written about half way through when

and “The Human Fear” which focus on

pods, just the internal mic. Most of it was

I realized I was in the thick of it and also

themes of fear and change.

recorded in my little basement apartment,

that I wasn't depressed anymore. I was in

This stems from a major mental issue I've

but some was recorded out in the shed

total manic mode and it was awesome. I

So your new album is called

been struggling with for years, summed up

at the cabin. Ryan Whalen sings the duet

was obsessed with the album, I couldn't

Give Up and Die?

best on “The Human Fear,” which is about a

with me. He sounds like Axl Rose after a

eat or sleep, all I could do was record and

It's how I felt before sitting down with the

terrifying feeling that I'll always be alive as

few rums. Steve Abbott came by one night

mix. I came up with these cheesy 90's Ozzy

guitar to write that first song (“Lightning”)

a human being and never get to experience

and laid down some atmospheric guitar

inspired lyrics and it was off to the races!
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18 Artists Reinvent Burning Hell Songs on
New Tribute Album, My Name Is Mathias

/ THE OVERCAST /
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the man being paid tribute. Another highlight
comes from Burning Hell bassist and
bandmate Nick Ferrio, who slaps his patented
alt-country twang on “Remote Control.” This
track might be the one instance where the

BY CHAD PELLEY

flattering surprise on stage – 18 Canadian bands

cover eclipses the original.

secretly recorded an album covering Burning
Hell songs. The artists include names like Dan

Like any compilation, it’s lopsided, with some

Mangan, More Eats, Great Lake Swimmers,

songs blowing the others way out of the

Mike O’Neill (formerly of The Inbreds), John

water, to the point that maybe 2-3 or three

in St. John’s – before moving

K. Samson (The Weakerthans), and Michael

should’ve been cut, but the gems are good

to Germany – that the band’s

Feuerstack (formerly known as Snailhouse).

enough to pick up the slack of the lesser

Peterborough’s The Burning Hell
spent enough years stationed

regular drummer and lead

songs. Mike O’Neill’s “I Love the Things That
The best tracks are the ones in which the

People Make” and Daantje’s “2nd Cigarette” are

artist really reinvents the song in their own

two more stand-outs, with the latter maybe

style. The title and album-opening track, “My

being the best track on the album. And that’s

Jake Nicoll and Darren “Boobie” Browne

Name is Mathias” by Dan Mangan does two

the wonderful thing about a compilation –

get to spend a decent portion of every year

things – it hints at the exciting new direction

they’re a way to discover new music. Daantje

touring Europe and North America with one

of Mangan’s own music (watch out for his

might not be as well known as some of the

of Canada’s most distinctive, cult-favourite

new album as “Dan Mangan + Blacksmith” on

other artists on the album, but Daantje may

bands, fronted by the truly original songwriter

January 13th) -- and it entirely transforms the

be the one gaining the most new listeners

Mathias Kom, whose witty, story-based lyrics

fun and upbeat original version of the song

because of this album.

are unmatched in their industry.

by casting it in a stark, synth-driven light. It’s

guitarist are from here.

a sonically interesting biographical song that

Them and the European band More

Not too long ago, while playing a MightyPop

captures the band’s lyrical prowess, making

Eats, because what More Eats did with

show in St. John’s, Mathias was given quite a

it the perfect introduction to the album and

“Holidaymakers” commands respect. There
was nothing lazy about this cover, and the
song boasts an odd and effective structure.
One more shout out: Moke’s dark, haunted
take on the lyrically driven favourite, “It
Happens in Florida.” The original version is
a paradox: it is a powerfully quiet song, and
Moke’s version works with that.
As if intentionally, the album’s 18 tracks are
track for track a collection of innovative rock
songs alongside spare acoustic numbers.
Everyone nails the former category, and
the best of the latter are John K. Samson,
Michael Feuerstack, Jenny Omnichord, and

Soren’s contributions. The presence of so
many spare compositions work well in doing
justice to Mathias’s renowned story-telling
style of lyrics. He is a gifted lyricist, and these
bandless, minimal acoustic covers put the
words on display.
Great Lake Swimmers’ take on “The Things
That People Make (Part 3)” is the most
surprising of the lot, given that it’s maybe
the liveliest song on the album, and who
would expect that from them? While some
artists deliver more than others, there’s only
three instances of someone sounding more
uninspired than poignantly bare, and for an
album of 18 songs, well, 15 keepers is a
successful tribute.
The tribute closes with a great and fitting
tribute to the band itself. Phoebe Kreutz’s “I
Love the Burning Hell” uses the music of “It
Happens in Florida,” but re-writes the lyrics to
pay homage to the band members. “Love, it’s
like Nick Ferrio, it can be found in jail, also in
country songs. Love, it’s like Boobie Browne,
modest and genuine, shreds like a maniac.
Love, it’s like handsome Jake, it can get lost
sometimes, but it can climb anything. Love, it’s
like Ariel, it can be very sweet, sometimes it

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.

punches girls. Love, it’s like Mathias Kom, fun
but impractical, makes people do weird stuff.
Love, it’s like the Burning Hell, feels good to be
in it, it takes you to Liechtenstein.” It’s fitting

Dale Kirby, MHA
St. John’s North

that the album closes with lyrics as clever
as Mathias himself. The album is available
through Headless Owl Records, and you can
find it on Bandcamp and the like. Mathias has

@dalegkirby

decided that proceeds will go to the Kingston

709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca

than $1000 has already been raised.

Humane Society for animals, for which more
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Hair is the New Suit
Get Your Chops at These New Barber Shops

BY LAUREN POWER

When many of the old-timers hung up their clippers after years of barbering downtown, Fogtown (134 Water Street) stepped in to fill the

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

void. In their three years of operation, Fogtown’s Chris Evans proved the formula: talented barbers, premium cuts, reasonable prices.

SHOP PORTRAIT

PART 4 OF A
6 PART SERIES
on where to find very
specific things in
St. John’s

PHIL PENNELL

ROUGE BARBERSHOP
& BEAUTY SALON

the general public and also for the growing
minorities in St. John’s.” Rouge caters to

J. EDGAR’S TOP NOTCH
BARBERSHOP

50 Mayor Avenue

men and women, and do cuts, shaves,

2A Bates Hill

“St. John’s First Multicultural Hair Salon”

braids, dreads, weaves, hair graffiti, and sell

“Specialist in ‘Above the Shoulder’

products for men and women.

Barber-style cuts”

In the past year, three new

“I’ve been a victim of bad haircut … no

barbershops opened downtown,

barbershop in town is trained to cut my

Promise is not a barber himself, he’s a sailor

Bates Hill has had a bit of renaissance since

bringing their own style to the

kind of hair or do stuff I’m used to in New

by trade. “I have barbers that work for me.

Granny Bates closed up shop in 2010. The

York,” says Promise Enahoro, who owns

They are not originally from Canada; they

steep, short street is now currently home

and operates Rouge with his wife, Jennifer,

were taught the craftsmanship of barbering

to a wing joint, a tex-mex restaurant, a

whose red hair was the inspiration for the

back home, and they are very, very good.

spa, a tattoo artist, and now, a barbershop.

shop’s name. “Me and my wife thought about

We do every style, and bring the ‘East Coast

“We do barbershop-style haircuts, styles

the idea of having a salon that caters to

Down South’ haircut to the city.”

above the shoulder length,” says proprietor

game. Are they coming at the
king, or are they going to make
their own way?

Retail
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Jeremy Edgar, who

business, the universe,

has been offering

and everything. “The vibe

up crew cuts, flat

is positive and relaxed,”

tops, high and tights,

says Phil. “Heavily

fades, ivy leagues, and

influenced by music

straight razor shaves

and art.” He invites

since September on a

patrons to bring their

100% walk-in basis. “It's

own records for

a modern take on a classic

his record player,

barbershop. Certain age-old

and there’s talk of a “Live at

/ THE OVERCAST /

Lauren Power on the Breakout NL
“Escape the Room” Game in Torbay
You are in a room and the door is locked. To escape, you
must piece together a series of clues and solve puzzles.
You have 45 minutes.

traditions I feel obliged to

Phil’s” music video series. “My specialty is

honour: the 14-step straight razor shave, real

making people feel good about themselves

That’s the pitch for Breakout NL, which has been in business since October. It’s

scissor-over-comb tapers, but it's 2014, so I

regardless of age, gender, or class. I am

building a following, aided by the “Escape the Room” craze stemming from similar

like to say anything above the shoulders. We

extremely attentive to detail, and provide

locations around the world. Glen & Chen Stokes opened Breakout NL in October

use scissor and clipper techniques handed

a cut that’s not rushed. The end result is a

after the pair enjoyed the Breakout Game in Singapore.

down by barbers over the years, ending

finely tuned, unique, custom haircut that

every haircut with a beard trim, straight

suits you and requires little work to maintain

In room escape games, you are locked in a room with other participants (friends or

razor shave at the nape of the neck, optional

style while at home.”

strangers) and you must use elements of the room to solve a series of puzzles, find

complimentary aftershave and talc powder.”

clues, and escape the room within a set time limit.
Phil’s chair has seen a steady flow of friends

“I've started a small shrine to the old time

and new customers (gentlemen and ladies)

My team attempted the Magican’s Secret, the hardest of the available puzzle rooms.

barbers of downtown on one of my walls

since opening in December. In the long run,

Having a solid mix of puzzle people, brainy types, and lateral thinkers, we figured we

with memorabilia, photos and old straight

he hopes to move out of the 130-year-old

should jump into the Breakout deep end.

razors from some of the late greats of this

building and grow into a bigger space, but,

town, including one of my original mentors

for the moment, he’s very content to take the

After the host guided us to our destination room, she matter-of-factly informed us

Frank Maloney of Central barbershop, who

universe as it comes.

that we were magician’s apprentices, sneaking into our mentor’s training chamber,

passed on early this year. The barber pole

only to find ourselves locked inside. We now had 45 minutes to escape, or suffer

on my storefront is an original Marvy pole

the consequences.

that hung in front of Alan Hatcher's shop on
Water Street many years ago, some of my
barber chairs are from the last barbering

We’re listening

courses available in NL. Trying to pay

Clearly, the situation asks you to indulge, and geek out a little bit. It’s hard to take
it all seriously, and that’s kind of the point: when do you ever get the opportunity to
use your brains and work as a team, all to give a wizard the slip?

homage to the old school and help keep a
good trade going for generations to come.”

So, you’re armed with a walkie talkie and flashlights (one less than the number
of your group), the host departs, and you get to puzzling. Word puzzles, number

For whisker upkeep, patrons can pick up their

puzzles, and logic puzzles lead to combination locks, padlocks, electronic gadgets,

own supply of J. Edgar’s moustache wax and

hidden compartments, and more— all which must be mastered before the clock

beard oil – his own formula, a blend of almond

runs out.

oil, jojoba and other essential oils. After a
successful first season, the scrappy one-seat

In the end, we failed. We managed to escape, but only after the 45 minutes had

shop is soon opening up a second chair, with a

elapsed. After crushing a half-dozen puzzles within 30 minutes, one sequential

barber that matches Jeremy’s hustle.

colour puzzle stumped us for almost 20 minutes. Ugh.

PHIL’S

In the end, we had fun. It’s equal parts “Survivor,” a murder mystery evening,

194 Duckworth Street

Sudoku, and team-building exercise. At $22, it’s angling to compete with other

“Finely Tuned, Unique, Custom Cuts

forms of “a night out with friends” entertainment. Right now, an IMAX movie at the

for Ladies and Gents”
A world away on Duckworth Street, Phil

Lorraine Michael, mha
signal hill - quidi vidi

Pennell has opened up a one-seat shop in
a basement hideaway across from the War
Memorial. The atmosphere is very chill, a vibe
that emanates from Phil’s own outlook on

(709) 729-0270
lorrainemichael@gov.nl.ca
Lorraine Michael
@lorrainemichael

newly christened Scotiabank Theatre (formerly Studio 12) will cost you $20.33
(no popcorn). Something to think about.
Breakout NL is located at 1399 Torbay Road.
Read more at www.breakoutnl.com
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Avalon Homeopathy

Enhancing & Maintaining Health

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath

SUFFERING FROM ARTHRITIS?
Cold weather making you stiff and sore?
This winter try Homeopathy for a safe,
natural, and effective treatment for
arthritis. Book you appointment now!

DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)

Keeping it in the
Family: Local
Musician Dave
Rowe Will Re-open
O’Brien’s Music
BY ERIN POWER

With rumors confirmed and
underway, Dave Rowe is
officially the new owner of 278
Water Street, known to many

spent much time there as a child, often
staying with his grandparents when his
parents traveled. He also began working
downstairs at O’Brien’s Music as a musically
passionate 11 year old. “I started working
here Saturday afternoons.” Dave recalls, “It’s
not like they asked me to do it, obviously,
because I was really young, but when I
realized it was something I could do, I was
just down here whenever I could be. It was
such a cool thing to work behind the counter
and to meet all the characters and musicians
that would come in and out of the store. I
really feel like I got an incredible education in

MOHAMED-ALI.CA
WE DELIVER on Fridays &
Saturdays from 6pm to 4am!

MON-THURS: 11:30 to 9:00pm ◆ FRI: 11:30 to 4:00am
SAT: Noon to 4:00am ◆ SUN: Noon to 6:00pm

variety of bands covering a wide range of
genres. Currently, he fronts the Low Yo Stuff,
plays with his father Ted Rowe in Crooked
Stove Pipe, and plays with Jug Habit, The
Blues Band.
Years of experience working as a musician,
time spent working at O’Brien’s, and with his
father in his own business, have led Rowe
to where he is now. “It feels like this is sort
of a culmination point. I just felt like I had to
take this opportunity. When I heard that the
place had closed, I just couldn’t stand by and
do nothing. I didn’t want to see the family
was the end of the story. It was almost like a

grandparents, Roy and Nellie O’Brien. He

754-8313

Over the years, he has played in a wide

O’Brien’s Music Store.

where we sat to chat were home to his

◆

that I wanted to play in a band” shares Rowe.

legacy come to an end, I didn’t feel like that

The second and third floors of the building

177 Duckworth Street

over 15 years. “From a young age I knew

as the site of the legendary

Rowe is no stranger to this iconic building.

Middle Eastern Cuisine

him a mainstay on the local music scene for

Pathological Lovers, and The Power House

plans for a re-launch well

Mohamed Ali’s

Rowe’s passion for music has also made

terms of local music history.”
That was the start of what would be almost
16 years of working at O’Brien’s Music Store

visceral, gut reaction and I’m thankful that it
worked out.”
So what is in store for O’Brien’s? “I really want
to carry on the tradition of O’Brien’s music
and make it very much the same type of place
that my grandfather started. There will be no
subtractions, only additions. I want to have
the kind of store where tourists are going to
find Newfoundland music, ugly sticks, and
musical spoons as well as a place where
people can go for beginner’s instruments. I
want it to also be a place where professional
musicians want to stop in and see what I’ve
got. I want to carry more mid level and high
range instruments as well as more used
and vintage items. I am totally interested in
supporting the local arts scene, and so I am
willing to consider other options as well.”
While firmly rooted in the past, Rowe has
his sights fixed on the future. “I know what
I’m getting into” he explains, “I know what

in various capacities. “One thing I loved was

I’ve signed on for. I feel like I’m going in

working on the instruments; restringing

with my eyes open but jumping in feet first.”

and tuning guitars. I’m a musician, but I’m

With work well underway, Dave expects

also really into instruments themselves. I

that O’Brien’s will be open for business by

just have a passion and an interest in cool

spring of 2015. So until then keep an eye out

instruments. That was just part of where

for opening dates and keep an ear open for

my interests were, and so to get paid by my

the familiar strains of music to ring again

uncles was a bonus, because I think I would

through the speakers outside the doors of

have just come here to hang out,” he laughs.

O’Brien’s Music Store.

Books

BOOK LAUNCH
@ THE SHIP
Janaury 22 - 8 pm
With special musical
guests Sherry Ryan
& Darren Browne

The Devil
You Know

JANUARY 2015

dynamic character who
is seemingly in harm’s
way. Thrillers needn't
all of the time, and are more

human – and entertaining – if

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL
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this well-wrought and

be 100% intense in tone

they're not. But pulling off that balance of

A Timely New Novel
from Elisabeth de Mariaffi
Explores Violent Crimes
Against Women Like
You’ve Never Read it
Before

/ THE OVERCAST /

Four Local Authors
in the Running
for the 2014 ReLit
Awards

eerie tone and witty characters is as difficult

The ReLits have forgone their longlists

and magic as pulling a rabbit out of thin

this year, in favour of “long shortlists”

air – and de Mariaffi’s ability to do so is an

instead. And of the 16 novels up for the

uncommonly well-realized trait in her writing

national award, four of them are local

that any fellow author will admire her for.

authors – that’s 25%.

Good fiction comes alive through all the right

The local nominees are: Paul

details, and this book is full of perfect details,

Bowdring for The Stranger’s Gallery,

but never bogged down in them. It is the

Lisa Moore for Caught, Joel Thomas

originality of the small details that make this

Hynes for Saw Nothing Saw Wood,

story feel very real, like the image of first-year

and Chad Pelley for Every Little

Evie is obsessively drawn to researching

journalism students roaming dark basement

Thing. The latter two were not

the real story of who killed Lianne ... [and]

archives with headlamps on, gliding around

only penned by local authors, but

every clue seems to lead to an unimaginable

in an old wheelchair, or the uniqueness of

published by local presses (Running

conclusion.” As Evie uses the tools of her

the fact Evie’s best friend is a boy she used

the Goat and Breakwater respectively).

trade to get closer and closer to the truth

to babysit. Even small characters are well

Local publisher Pedlar Press also

of Lianne’s death, she becomes convinced

drawn in a line or two like, “David's mother

has a novel in the running via Juanita

that the killer is still at large – and that he’s

Wildrose, an innovative piece of fiction

books that make you go, “Oh,

had blonde hair and a chunky body, but she

coming back for her. It’s clear to readers that

wore a lot of headbands and did aerobics in

just one more chapter before

someone is lingering in her shadows.

the basement.” Passages that don't bring the

Simultaneously released by big
house publishers in Canada,
US, and the UK, Elisabeth de
Mariaffi’s new novel will restore
your faith in the existence of

plot forward serve to sink you deeper into the

bed.” It is creepy, it is witty,

Elisabeth’s style of writing reads so

and it is written in a somewhat

character's world so you're more invested in

effortlessly, it greases the engaging plot all

both plot and character making this, perhaps,

groundbreaking style for the

the more. Plot alone might make a thriller

the best blend of literary fiction and genre

an engaging read, but the true art of writing

fiction – or character-driver and plot-driven

is diction, and Elisabeth writes with a clarity

CanLit – to date. We care about and feel

and empathy that makes her main character

what the characters are going through,

as accessible and easy to like as a friend

the characters go through a lot, and the

you care for, and because we come to care

character’s plight encapsulates some grander

so much for this character, it amplifies the

issues, like the state of constant fear, sexism,

suspense of looming danger.

and victim-blaming women endure, or the

thriller genre.
It’s also a timely release. We’re living in the
post-Ghomeshi/Cosby winter, still reeling
from what a constantly menacing and unjust
world it is for women, and this novel nails
that home. Chapter 1 opens thusly, “The week
after she turned eleven, my friend Lianne
Gagnon took the subway to St. George Station
to practice running the two hundred at Varsity
track and never came home.”

There is a spunk in her style of writing that

knock us out of the suspense,
The Devil You Know tells the story of Evie

but rather, further invests us in

Jones, a budding journalist, and the novel

Evie’s life and wellbeing. The

does a commendable job capturing the

humour in her interactions

profession of journalism. When Evie is

with her boss, her friend,

assigned the task of researching the history

and her parents

of missing girls in Toronto, the scope of the

shines a nice light

research includes the case of her childhood

on who she is,

friend Lianne who was murdered 11

and endears us to

years ago. The suspected killer was never

her and her loved ones,

apprehended. “Now 22 and living alone,

so we care all the more for

that was also shortlisted for this
year’s Amazon.ca First Novel Award.
Hynes and Pelley have been
shortlisted for the ReLit award in
previous years for their debut novels,
Down to the Dirt and Away from
Everywhere, while Lisa Moore won a
ReLit in 2006 for her novel, Alligator.
The award comes with a fancy,
handmade ring with four moveable
alphabet dials.

impact of shocking crimes on a city, and how

The ReLits have three separate

they mare and mark a city’s identity.

categories: Novels, Short Fiction, and

magically balances dramatic tension with
well-placed humour – humour that doesn’t

by an Ontario author Susan Downe

Poetry. While there are no locals in
Any way you cut it – the engaging plot, the

the latter two categories this year,

stylistic pizzaz, the craft in both those

there are some great collections of

things – The Devil You
Know is an uncommonly
well written debut novel
from a well-decorated

short stories, like Christine Miscione’s
Auxiliary Skins, Sara Heinonen’s Dear
Leaves I Miss You, and Andrew F.
Sullivan’s All We Want is Everything,

short story scribe, and if

as well as solid books of poetry

it doesn't bag her a major

like David Seymour’s For Display

award in the fall of 2015, then
shame on awards. Make this
the book you spend this cold,
dreary month with.

Purposes Only, Kate Cayley’s When
This World Comes to an End, and
Sharon McCartney’s Hard Ass.
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What’s a
Story Worth?

their own books, win other awards, and

Kerri Cull on The
Cuffer Prize and
Their Anthologies.

others come to mind.

The Cuffer Prize, now in its

become known writers, musicians or artists.
Chad Pelley, Gerard Collins, Joel Thomas
Hynes, Ian Foster, Carmelita McGrath, and

The Cuffer becomes a place to showcase your

The Freedom in American
Songs: New Short Fiction
from Kathleen Winter

talent maybe for the first time, to see how
you measure up, to try to win a few bucks
before Christmas, to try out a new genre, or to

Many know Kathleen from

push yourself to meet a deadline and actually

her novel Annabel, which

write something with a specific purpose and

the book,
behind the
more enjoyable 11 standalone stories

seventh year, is sponsored

audience in mind. Let's not forget that placing

might have broken a record

by Creative Book Publishing

or being included in the anthology looks good

for award nominations the

good the author is now. Even Kathleen

on the CV too, particularly when the judges

year it came out.

character in the collection. It is the

and The Telegram, and is said
to showcase some of the best
short fiction in the province,
from both new and established
writers.

are the likes of Russell Wangerksy, Jessica
Grant, and Joan Sullivan.
Basically, the reasons are many, and if
you're one of the winning writers, it's worth
it because $500-$2000 for one story is
exceptional. In contrast, if a writer is talented

in the collection that showcase how
wouldn’t pick Marianne as her favourite
homeless flamenco dancer in “Of the

But it was her Winterset Award winning

Fountain,” whom Kathleen would choose

book of short stories, boYs, that the country’s

as a favourite. “He turns out to be not at

most avid short fiction fans still rave about.

all what the narrator expects. I like this

Few collections have mustered the lively

because if you really listen and observe,

snap, crackle, and pop of her language on

nothing and no one is what you expect.”

the page. And now there’s a fresh batch of

Each summer, writers submit short stories

and lucky enough to get a book published

up to 1200 words, and come the Fall, a

new stories available from Kathleen, called

The setting in her stories are as vast as the

and it sells for $20, you'd have to offload at

years between her writing the Marianne

shortlist of ten is announced, followed by

The Freedom in American Songs.

least 250 books to make that $500, and you

the top three. The awards are distributed at

may not even make that depending on your

Her new stories are populated by cross-

a setting for a piece, Winter says, “The

a gala, and the previous year's anthology is

stories and the newer ones. On selecting

publishing contract. So what's it worth? I

dressers, zamboni mechanics turned

authentic soul of a place juts out and

launched and available for purchase. The 3rd,

submitted to the Cuffer Prize three times and

funeral porteurs, a pack of sex-obsessed

hits me in the heart and talks to me. It

2 , and 1 place winners walk away with

was named third prize one of those years.

Pentecostals, and even a lapdog in a

says, look at me, smell me, hear me. It

$500, $1000, and $2000 respectively. That's

That $500 was appreciated. Moreso, though,

chastity belt. To quote the backcover,

starts dialogue and gives me lessons

a fair chunk of change for a writer. But I've

it was the nod that I was moving in the right

“Kathleen Winter brings her unusual

in beauty or ugliness.” She says that

heard some writers say they won't submit

direction with my short fiction that gave the

sensuality, lyrically rendered settings, and

elements of a setting “are not just lying

to the Cuffer on principle. The principle

accolade its value. It aroused encouragement

subversive humour to bear on a new story

there, they are doing something. They

collection about modern loneliness, small-

are alive, full of energy and emotion,”

town gay teens, catastrophic love, and the

and few writers excel in capturing those

holiness of ordinary life.”

qualities of setting the way Kathleen can.

nd

st

being that if their story does not place, but

and confidence in a place where there are

is published in the annual anthology, they

just as many talented writers as there

are not compensated, and that is unethical

are rowhouses.

particularly when the publisher is backed by
Transcontinental Media.

In the latest collection, The Cuffer Anthology
Volume VI: A Selection of Short Fiction from

From the clacks of neighbourhood kids
The opening three stories are part of a suite

skateboarding, to the difficulty in cutting

entitled “The Marianne Stories,” and feel

one’s firewood in a St. John’s forest, the

markedly different than the other stories in

setting colours the lives of the characters

the collection because they were penned by

in these pieces.

The Cuffer does give a portion of its proceeds

Newfoundland and Labrador, edited by Pam

to the Literacy Foundation of Newfoundland

Frampton, you'll find stories from a whole

and Labrador and many consider that good

host of writers, some names you know,

early point in her writing career. “My editor,

While many readers prefer novels,

enough payment for their 1200 words as

others unfamiliar. The stories offer themes

John Metcalf, said the early stories were

and anxiously await her follow up to

exhibited by the 160 entries for the 2013

on friendship, discovery, relationships,

visionary, and they come from a time in an

Annabel, Kathleen defends short fiction

prize alone. But there are other reasons to

connections between man and animal, and

author’s life when she sees things in a holy

wholeheartedly. “There is less artificiality

submit, and most have nothing to do

various mysteries of the human condition.

and illuminated way. He insisted the work

and more truth in a short story, because

Over the years, the Cuffer has published

be refined and saved, and I’m glad he helped

you don’t have to contrive a seamless

six anthologies. That's approximately 200

me edit and perfect the Marianne stories.”

illusion the way you do with a massive

with dollars.

Kathleen way back in the 1980s, at a very

work. What draws me to the short story

If you review the Cuffer winners and scan

stories out of Newfoundland and Labrador

the writers that have been included in the

that have become a part of our literary

While strong, the Marianne stories maybe

now is the nimble, experimental sparkle

anthologies, some of them are already

history. Stories that might otherwise

should have been placed in the back of

of the form. You can try new things.”

household names. Others go on to publish

still be waiting to be told.
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And Now You Know

If you use the word “literally” for
emphasis, you’re using it wrong and
grating the nerves of grammar nerds.
Take this sentence, “The movie was
so funny I literally peed in my pants.”
That means you actually released
urine into your underwear and your
legs were wet. The word you’re
looking for is the opposite of literally:
figuratively. “I figuratively pissed in my
pants.” To tell if you’re using “literally”
wrong, consider it interchangeable
with “actually.” To say “I literally died
laughing” means you’re no longer alive
because you literally/actually died.
Alfred Nobel blew up and killed his
brother, by accident, while inventing
dynamite.

townie

Cross

word

The most expensive
object ever stolen was
Van Gogh’s painting, Mona
Lisa. Vincenzo Perugia stole it
from the Louvre in Paris in 1911. It was
recovered in 1913.

Seth Rogen is from Vancouver. He
started writing his first screenplay
at the age of 13, with his friend Evan
Goldberg, and the two worried that the
movie American Pie had beaten them
to the punch. Their script nonetheless
became the 2007 film, Superbad; it was
based on their childhoods.

ACROSS
3. A cab from this company recently went up in spontaneous
combustion in Pleasantville, with the driver inside.
4. This farm-to-table-touting, revolutionary chef named
Jeremy made MacLean's top 50 Canadians list this year.
7. Karl Wells picked this spot on LeMarchant Road as
the best local restaurant of 2014.
8. Local band The Fortunate Ones recently signed to the
record label of this Canadian songstress, not Rose
Nieces, but Rose ?

In June of 2002, green rain fell in India
for 2 days. It was decided the “rain” was
actually pollen-laden droppings from a
huge swarm of honeybees. On August
28th, 1977, in Canet-Palge France, it
rained frogs. Thousands of them were
reported falling from the sky before a
heavy rainfall.

DOWN
1. Name of the shark that keeps coming
back to Newfoundland.
2. The [name here] building is, surprisingly, the tallest
building in town.
5. Name of the annual one-day literary festival
MUN puts on each January.
6. Last name of the Ramona who hosts
CBC Radio's Crosstalk

Across
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8 ACROSS
Big congrats to The
Fortunate Ones for
getting a song placed
in the ABC show
Rookie Blue!

3. A cab from this company recently went up in
spontaneous combustion in Pleasantville, with the driver
inside.

PSSST!
ANSWERS BELOW

Down

1. Name of the shark that keeps coming
Newfoundland.

2. The [name here] building is, surprising
building in town.

2015 Grants

4. This farm-to-table-touting, revolutionary chef named
Jeremy made MacLean's top 50 Canadians list this year.
7. Karl Wells picked this spot on LeMarchant Road as
the best local restaurant of 2014.

5. Name of the annual one-day literary fe
off each January.

- Artists & Arts Organizations 6. Last name of the Ramona who hosts C

8. Local band The Fortunate Ones recently signed to the
not Rose& Festivals
record label of this Canadian
songstress,Events
- Special
Nieces, but Rose ?

Crosstalk.

Applications are now being accepted for grants for projects beginning in
2015.
Application forms, including application guidelines, are available on our
website. See Forms and Applications under Quick Links.
Deadline to apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Jan. 30.
When submitting specify which grant
you are applying for on the envelope.
For more information on Grants:
Call: 311 or (709) 754-CITY (2489)
Fax: (709) 576-7688
E-mail: citygrants@stjohns.ca

www.stjohns.ca
ACROSS 3 - Jiffy 4 - Charles 7 - Bacalao 8 - Cousins DOWN 1 - Lydia 2 - Confederation 5 - Sparks 6 - Dearing

Steve Feltham has lived on the shore
of Loch Ness in Scotland since 1991,
spending every day scanning the lake
for signs of the Loch Ness Monster.

/ THE OVERCAST /

Townie Crossword for Janaury

Search: CityofStJohns
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Paddy Daly Dishes
on his Job of
Hosting VOCM’s
Signature Show,
Open Line

when the struggles post-fishery are still very
real, he said. And those in St. John’s can
dismiss the concerns of other parts of the

Not-so-Fun Facts about
Us Newfoundlanders
& Labradorians

province because they don’t understand them.
Some of that divide can seem bigger than
it actually is, Daly suggested. “Sometimes I
think we perpetuate the myth because it gives
us something to talk about,” he said. But
however the numbers or inequality actually
plays out, he said, it’s real to us – as the

BY TERRI COLES

show’s callers prove.

Open Line, VOCM’s long-running

As for those callers, Daly tries to have

call-in show, is no stranger to

on the show as often as possible. And while

controversy – something host
Paddy Daly doesn’t expect will
slow down as we move closer to
a provincial election in 2015.
Daly says that’s both the best and worst thing
about the job. “I like the controversy. I like
the to and fro of point and counterpoint.” He
hopes that controversy helps people gain a
greater knowledge of the issues affecting
the province, and an understanding of the
different sides.
At the same time, that controversy is also the
toughest part of hosting Open Line. “I also
get frustrated by it because some people are
so stunned in their opinion,” he said. “Some
people are so firmly entrenched in it
that they can’t see past it.”
That said, those hardliners
can help move the show

Back in November, we mentioned the “Vital Signs” report conducted by the
Community Foundation of Newfoundland & Labrador and Memorial University’s
Harris Centre. It’s a “province-wide check-up on the quality of life in
Newfoundland & Labrador’s communities.”

everyday Newfoundlanders and Labradorians
he tries to give equal time to all parties, he
has less patience for featuring politicians on
Open Line. “The political talking point is the
most boring part of radio, period,” he said.

If you didn’t read it, here’s some

Domestic product,” yet “the oil industry

of the more unfortunate findings:

only accounts for 4% of total employment

“Newfoundlanders & Labradorians have

in the province, with retail employing the

higher rates of diabetes and obesity than

most at 16%.”

national averages. We also eat fewer fruits

When asked what he hopes to see for Open
Line in the new year, Daly said “If I want any
one thing for Christmas, it’s more first-time
callers.” He would love to see more younger
people in the province call in to the show,

and vegetables and exercise less.” Oh,

On the matter of jobs: roughly 42 out of

and smoke more. 75% of us – 3 out of 4

100 people here are unemployed, and 18

of us – do not eat the daily recommended

out of a hundred are in the low income

servings of fruits and vegetables.

bracket. In other words, only 40% of us
are living comfortably.

and listed Labrador issues, the arts, and

Despite having some of the country’s

education as topics he’d like to hear more

best artists, our artists make less money

We’re apathetic voters: “Since joining

than their mainland counterparts. And

Canada in 1949, Newfoundlanders and

only 10% of our artists – writers, visual

Labradorians have always turned out in

artists, musicians, etc – are making a

smaller numbers than the rest of Canada

living exclusively from their craft.

for Federal Elections.”

work their way around the island, doing eight

28% of Newfoundlanders and

Statistically speaking, most of us will

shows in two weeks.

Labradorians do not have their high

be dead by 80; life expectancy here is

school diploma, and 1 out of 2 adults in

78.9, while the average Canadian’s life

our province does not meet the “desired

expectancy is 81.1.

about from callers.
As part of his efforts to keep the show going
strong, Open Line will go on the road early
in 2015. They’ll hit Labrador, Daly said, then

The importance of his role
hosting a show like Open

proficiency level in either language

Line, one that can

or numeracy skill.” Level 3 is the

Due to poor urban design and public

along. It helps that politics

take a tour of the

internationally accepted level of literacy

transportation St. John’s is ridiculously

is a bloodsport in this

province, isn’t lost

required to cope in a modern society, but

dependent on cars, relative to other

province, as Daly puts it.

on Daly. He plays a

only 43% of us have Level 3, compared to

capital cities. 88% of us rely on a car to

“The province’s politics is

certain combative

52% of Canadians.

get to work.

role on air, he said,

think we’ll ever run out of

but he takes his

People here between the ages of 15-24

Lastly, “The overall crime rate in

subject matter.” He chalks

job very seriously.

enjoy a higher-than-Canadian average for

Newfoundland & Labrador is higher than

some of that up to the enduring

“I’m humbled and

youth unemployment. A whopping 63% of

the national average. This is especially

bay/town divide that he thinks

honoured to be on

people aged 20-29 are still living at home

true in the St. John’s Metro Area, where

with their parents.

the overall rate is 20% higher than the

is the main discourse driver

an institution,”

for the show. Those

Daly said, “an

“outside the overpass”

iconic show

feel slighted when they

like Open

see development on
the Avalon, particularly

Line.”

ILLUSTRATION: PEGGY TREMBLETT

fascinating,” he said. “I don’t

national average.” 3.6% of us – or 3 to 4
The report says that “oil extraction

out of 100 people – will be the victim of a

and support activities account for 28%

property-related crime, which is the most

of Newfoundland & Labrador’s Gross

common type of crime here.
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People Reel

The Latest Local Newsmakers

DAY
CHALLENGE

LUCKY NUMBERS LEAVE A MAN 7

assaulted her. When the police came to

MILLION RICHER

confront him, the eight-day stand-off began.

Ever see one of those movies or shows

On day four, Crockwell fired two warning

where there’s the character who plays the

shots, which comes with a hefty charge. But

same numbers and eventually it pans out,

little did RCMP know, during those last few

and you’re like, “Yeah, that doesn’t actually

days, Crockwell had slipped out the back

happen.” It does. It did for Anthony Barry

door and successfully evaded them. He was

of St. John’s, granted it took close to two

eventually apprehended and sentenced to

decades of playing those numbers. Barry

4 years in jail with three years of probation

bagged 7 million for sticking to his gut on

upon his release. The story made national

the numbers, but despite his convictions, he

news, largely for its weird factor – like the

was still shocked and “literally shaking” as he

RCMP hosing a house for 8 days, or the fact

watched them being read. He’s still not done

Crockwell did not hire a lawyer, and defended

with the numbers: He plans to keep using

himself in court. He got himself out of jail

them to try and win Lotto 6/49 again.

early though, after filing an application
wherein he claimed corrections authorities

JANUARY 30 TO FEBRUARY 28
TH

TH

Let the countdown begin... The 30 DAY CHALLENGE is a
PERSONAL challenge to complete 30 yoga classes in 30 days.
Sign up in-studio or online: mokshayogastjohns.com
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28

TH

BIG END OF CHALLENGE PARTY

PARTICIPANTS RECEIVE A GOODIE BAG + MOTIVATIONAL TOOLS
3 WORKSHOPS + PRIZE DRAWS + BIG END OF CHALLENGE PARTY
$130

for Non-Members $104 for Students+ Seniors $10 for MYSJ VIP Members

ST. JOHN’S
223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET, ST.JOHN’S | 709.753.0206 | FOLLOW US ON

VICIOUS, FINGER-BITING MOUNT

and prison administrators had miscalculated

PEARL MAN SENTENCED FOR

his sentence. A judge agreed and freed him,

ATTACK ON CABBIE

and back to Bay Bulls he went. But he’s back

Lucas O’Keefe – the man who not only beat

in the news now for failing to comply with

a cabbie senseless, but savagely bit the taxi

his 3-year, post-release probation. However,

driver’s finger – was recently sentenced

Crockwell is calling his probation an illegal

to 15 months in prison – 8 + 7 months

order: the Criminal Code of Canada states

already served. O’Keefe was hammered, and

that a probation order can only be placed on

driver Fahad Bakhtyar had the misfortune

jail terms of two years or less, and he served

of being the cab O’Keefe stumbled into

longer than that. As it turns out, however,

from George Street. He wanted a lift to his

the Supreme Court of Canada has ruled a

girlfriend’s house – despite confessing to

probation order can be placed on a sentence

the cabbie they’d been fighting – and then he

if the time left to serve after pre-trial custody

refused to pay and had himself a psychotic

credit totals less than two years. His case will

outburst. Bakhtyar was a part-time driver,

be in court on January 22nd.

doing his Masters in Oil and Gas Engineering
at Memorial University. The assault left him

TWO POACHERS BORROWED A

with a broken jaw, and collarbone – which are

BUDDY’S TRUCK’N’BOAT; GOT THEM

among the worst bones to break. In addition

IMPOUNDED ON HIM

to 15 months in jail, O’Keefe will be prohibited

Shane Pynn and Corey Parsons asked to

from drinking for two years.

borrow their buddy’s truck, and he said sure.
What are friends for? Then he found out –

THE LEO CROCKWELL CHRONICLES

sometimes they’re for getting your truck

CONTINUE …

seized by the police. Pynn and Parsons were

Reminder: Leo Crockwell is the man who

each fined $3,000 for poaching salmon in

barricaded himself in his Bay Bulls’ home

Corner Brook, and are barred from fishing

back in 2010, and refused to come out as

for three years. Judge Wayne Gorman also

police tried hosing him out of his home with

ordered the seizure of their boat … and the

water. Yes, seriously. The showdown started

pickup that drove it there. Which, of course,

when Leo started questioning his sister

was their poor pal’s truck, and boat too.

at gunpoint about a man he delusionally

Gorman ruled that the owner of the pickup

thought she was with in his home. To her

truck and boat knew what it was going

surprise, her brother turned on her and

to be used for.
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WIN
5 GRAND

Towards Your
Grand Idea!
Make some noise: this is

To celebrate turning one, instead of accepting

We’re proud and even surprised to say that by

Surely there are countless people in town sitting

issue 12, we are one! Print

birthday gifts this month, we’re giving the gift

issue 2, we were financially self-sufficient, but

on a great new entrepreneurial idea who could

of a dreamjob. Because that’s essentially what

would we have gotten there without Dean’s

use a quick 5 grand, and if you’re one of them,

Dean MacDonald gave Chad Pelley last year,

start-up money that covered, say, two thousand

see the box on page 25 for the details on how to

when he helped get this paper off the ground.

dollars worth of magazine racks, lawyers’

win 5 grand towards your grand idea.

is not dead, we are alive,
we are well. 2014 was the

fees for incorporating a company, and the

year we launched and

This time last year, Overcast editor Chad Pelley

surprisingly high cost of printing 15,000 copies

So, Dean, last Christmas, you heard through

was being interviewed on CBC, VOCM, and the

of issue 1 before ad revenue started trickling in?

the Facebook Grapevine that a paper was

established ourselves;

NTV news about this new cultural paper he was

It’s been nice not to ever have to know.

coming together called The Overcast, and

2015 will be the year we

businessman named Dean MacDonald – with

And now, because we know how far a helping

space, a start-up loan, and even the use of

grow into new forms of

a well-known appreciation for local artists and

hand can take a vision, and so does the man

a fabulous accountant named Nicolle. What

media like video and an

entrepreneurs – caught wind of the news and

who helped us get started, The Overcast

was your motivation to do this for us?

took an interest in helping the paper hit the

and Dean MacDonald are teaming up to help

ground running. As a self-employed novelist

kickstart someone else’s dreamjob, or help

I absolutely felt there was a need for a cultural

and freelance journalist, no bank was going

them take their career to the next level, via our

paper for this city. I love being kept informed of

one channel streaming

to give founding editor Chad Pelley a business

newly minted Albedo Grant. And this will be a

the local music scene, restaurant scene, artistic

exclusively local music.

loan to get this paper started. But Dean

yearly grant doled out in a Dragon’s Den

endeavours, literary accomplishments, and all

MacDonald did.

style of competition.

the other things that make our community so

online radio station – with

without being asked to, you offered us office

about to launch, and little did he know a local

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

Introducing Our Red-tape Removing, $5,000 Albedo
Grant for Entrepreneurs, Organizations, or Artists!
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special and unique. I really believe The Overcast

years with my wife Tracy driving its agenda. In its

helps draw citizens out of their homes to

most simplistic terms, Clan Mac is a way for our

participate in the world at their doorstep instead

family to give something back to a community

of the world on their screens.

that we love. On a more personal level, I enjoy
working with my sons and accomplishing

And I do understand the value of a little help

something that will hopefully shape the way they

getting something started. The reality is that you

view the world, and create their own compass

had the vision to launch The Overcast, and realized

on how they should travel through it. The Albedo

the tremendous potential it had. I know that

Grant is a perfect fit for Clan Mac. There are

often, in a start up, the brilliance of a good idea

so many great ideas and opportunities in our

can't get off the launch pad when the drudgery of

community that can't get off the ground for a

accounting, office space, financing, etc bogs down

lack of that initial capital, or can't grow further

Every time someone in our community can
bring an idea to life, we all benefit from it.
the opportunity, and the zeal and focus necessary

because of the lack of funding and the like. Every

to have lift off. If you can create momentum, the

time someone in our community can bring an

rest of the stuff tends to take care of itself. I didn't

idea to life, we all benefit from it. It's the multiplier

see any risk in this, as I believed in the quality of

effect in action. Clan Mac would love to play any

the idea, and people behind it.

small role in helping build the fabric of this place
we call home. We consider it a privilege.

Why is a paper like this so important for
a city like St. John’s, or, for the people it

Any words of advice for the city’s budding

covers? Why was The Overcast, specifically,

entrepreneurs or emerging artists sitting on

something you were happy to help get

what they think is a good idea?
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All About
The Overcast’s Albedo
Grant for Entrepreneurs,
Organizations,
Or Artists!
Who couldn’t Use 5 Grand to
Kickstart Their Dreamjob or
Launch Their Career to New Heights?
If you have the idea, we have the cash.
Are you sitting on the best idea for a new store on Water Street, but need
your first few months rent covered? Does your restaurant need something
you can’t afford? Are you a director at a non profit whose life would get
drastically easier with a one-time purchase of something you can’t afford?
Are you an artist at a financial roadblock for your next big project?

established?
Enough to fill a book. I have had lots of
I don't think you could find another patch of rock

stinkers to go with the winners, and the

on the planet with so much creative talent, but

common denominator to the winners appears

because of the global world we live in, I think we

to be three things: desire, focus, and the art of

tend to look past what lies right at our feet. It's

constantly learning.

Apply Now
Informal applications are fine. Simply send us a 1 to 2

hard to not love the local music scene here in
our city, the bounty of local writers, the amazing

Dean MacDonald is CEO of Tuckamore Capital, an

artwork, the great restaurants, boutiques, etc,

investment fund that has invested approximately

that are flourishing throughout the city. I find

$700 million in Canadian businesses and

The Overcast has given me a better connection

entrepreneurs. He is also a partner or founder

to where I live. I am listening and reading more

for companies as wide ranging as TXT-TV, The

local. I am visiting and seeking out the things I am

Gluten Solution, and numerous communications

reading about in the paper, and it makes this city

companies, and the former President and CEO of

so much more special to me. I think if the paper

Persona Communications Inc., COO of Rogers Cable

can be an advocate and window into the richness

Inc., and President of Cable Atlantic Inc. He has

of our character and community then we won't be

served on many boards including Canadian Women

destined to turn the place into one giant box store

in Communications, The Canadian Television Fund,

and lose the soul of this great place.

and was a past chair of the Newfoundland and

page pitch of your grand idea, and why you’re the person
to make it happen. Be impressive, there’ll only be
one winner. DEADLINE: APRIL 10TH, 2015

HOW THIS ALBEDO GRANT COMPETITION WORKS: DRAGON’S DEN STYLE
The Overcast’s staff will select the top 5-6 submissions. These top 5-6 people will get an
in-person pitch to Dean MacDonald for his $5,000. These pitches will be filmed so people
on the web can weigh in on who they want to win, while Dean takes a week to think it
over. The winner will be announced as our May issue cover story.

Labrador Energy Corporation and Newfoundland
Tell us about Clan Mac, and why this new

and Labrador Hydro Corporation. Dean has

Albedo Grant you’re sponsoring through The

received the Frederick T. Metcalf award for

Overcast is a good fit for Clan Mac’s vision?

Innovation in Marketing, the cable industry’s highest
award for marketing excellence. In 1997, he was

Clan Mac is my family's charitable foundation

named by the Financial Post as one of Canada’s Top

which myself and my four sons started in 2007,

40 Under 40, and in 2007, he was selected as CEO

and has certainly been more active in the last few

of the Year by Birch Hill Capital Partners.
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NOTICE TO BENEVOLENT LOCAL DO-GOODERS
If you, like Dean, are a benevolent local businessperson, and would like to get in on the
Albedo Grant with your own $5,000 contribution to an entrepreneur/organization/artist
whose pitch impressd you the most, get in touch. The more money in this pot the better.
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PHOTO: FOX SEARCHLIGHT

CHRISTIAN SPARKES
(writer/director/producer)
“It’s a toss-up between Boyhood and Under the
Skin. I found both deeply affecting in different
ways. Both played with form in a way that was
modest and wildly ambitious. And both took
over five years to make.”

Local Filmmakers
Share Their Favourite
Films of 2014
BY MARK HOFFE

What do you get when you
ask a crew of Newfoundland
filmmakers about their favourite
movies released in 2014?
Insightful and passionate replies and stellar
winter hibernation movie recommendations,
just as we head into the buzz of awards season.

Seasons Greetings.

George Murphy, mha

St. John’s East
(709) 729-3651
georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca
George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East
@GeorgeMurphyMHA

MIKE HICKEY
(writer/director)
“Of what I have seen, my favourite is The
Babadook, especially because of, and kind of in
spite of, Noah Wiseman, who is only 7 years old
and somehow manages to pull off being both
Danny and Wendy Torrance to Essie Davis' Jack.
The film is a creepy, uncomfortable watch and
it's really fun to hear ‘Babadook’ said with an
Australian accent.”
SCOTT MCCLELLAN
(cinematographer/photographer)
“I really enjoyed Ida a lot. The black and white
lighting and contemporary framing were
absolutely beautiful. Birdman was also pretty
incredible. It appears to be just one long take. I
had no idea going in that that was the case and
was distracted by the camera. When I finally

realized this was a film about the theatre and
they weren't going to cut at all, I was able to sit
back and enjoy it without fixating on the camera
as much. Michael Keaton should win the Oscar.”
THOMAS KELLY
(electrician/gaffer)
“How to be Deadly. So many local icons.
So much talent on the island.”
MELANIE OATES
(writer/director/costume designer)
“Cast No Shadow is an enchanting and
unsettling experience. I was lucky enough to
work on the film with the ridiculously talented
and eager crew and cast. Generally, when you’re
on set, you watch the scene on the monitors and
it’s so repetitive and boring, but I’d find myself
being captured and hauled into the moment
happening in front of me. Go see it more than
once because you’ll find new ways in and
discover new things each time.”
JORDAN CANNING
(writer/director/producer)
“For its absolute mastery of tension: Force
Majeure. For its gut-wrenching characters

and performances: Mommy. For its visual
smorgasbord and mind-bending shooting
style: Birdman.”
MATT WRIGHT
(writer/director/comedian)
“Smaller budget I will go with Obvious Child.
Well directed, funny, sweet, and an absolute tour
de force performance from Jenny Slate.”
ALLISON WHITE
(writer/director/producer)
“The film that stole my heart this year was
Richard Linklater's Boyhood. Like a lot of people,
I was originally drawn to the film because of its
process, filming with the same cast over a 12 year
period. Crazy, bold, and fascinating. But if anyone
can do it, it's Linklater. It moved me in a way that I
don't believe anything else ever has.”
ROSS MOORE
(writer/director)
“It's been a strange and unspectacular year for
movies as far as I'm concerned, but Guardians
of the Galaxy is my favourite Marvel movie,
and one of the most enjoyable summer
blockbusters I have ever seen. Ridiculously fun.”
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and Come From Away Printshop founders

prints by some significant printmakers.

with local artists whom they influenced in

While Grattan’s show included 48 works by

BY JENNIFER MORGAN

crimson wave from one of Don

when the provincial collection contained few
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media—if not in imagery.

Three Views of
St. Micheal’s Printshop

I felt like I’d been soaked by a
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13 artists, Connolly, with less than half the

As an ethical curator, Connolly excluded

space, tripled the number of exhibited artists,

his own work from the show. I would

culling from a longer list to include 35 pieces.

describe Connolly’s lithographs as classical

In contrast, Kevin Major’s book Printmaking

prints, showing strong craftsmanship,

on the Edge: 40 Years at St. Michael’s includes

two characteristics which the prints

115 prints by 88 artists. Prints in the book

in this exhibit all display. Prints with

are all drawn from the Printshop’s archives

colour intersperse dominant black ink

creating a colourful collage of wildly varying

masterworks by artists like Cecil Day, Scott

imagery. Major’s text unabashedly promotes

Goudie, and Gerald Squires.

and Labrador” (closing on January 18) is a

the Printshop, which commissioned him to

quieter, darker show crammed into half of the

write and curate the book.

Rooms Art Gallery’s third floor gallery.

Wright’s troughs. Or smacked up

There are many different ways that a curator
could approach a show based on St. Michael’s

In “Proof,” Connolly investigates the role of

Printshop’s archives. I’d like to see an exhibit

off the side of the head with one

Artists at St. Michael’s Printshop donate

printmaking in the history of the province’s

tracing how printmakers share techniques

gesture by Otis Tamasauskas.

two prints from every edition pulled on the

visual culture. Explanatory comments and

and influence each other’s imagery. But a

presses. Over 40 years, that adds up to an

displays of printmaking tools lend a museum-

show that would impress me as much as

archive exceeding 2,000 prints. There is

like quality to the show. “Proof” starts with

“The Power of Place” would require a decent

It was 2003 and I was enjoying Pat Grattan’s

no one more familiar with the Printshop

the days when printmaking was used to help

amount of gallery space and the willingness

show celebrating 30 years of printmaking at

archive than guest curator and Printshop

record aspects of the colony. Then Connolly

of the Room’s Art Gallery to display work

St. Michael’s Printshop. That show, “The Power

studio manager, Michael Connolly. However

presents serigraphs by Christopher Pratt,

of Place,” filled two galleries in the Arts and

from the Printshop archives. The Rooms

“Proof” does not draw from the Printshop’s

Reginald Shepherd, and Peter Bell. At the

Culture Centre with pulsing energy and colour. In

may advertise that “this is our place” but if

exhaustive archive, but from the provincial art

introduction of St. Michael’s Printshop,

contrast, “Proof: Printmaking in Newfoundland

you want to see prints produced by a local

collection. Connolly admits to being limited

Connolly juxtaposes work by visiting artists

institution, you’d be better off buying the book.

Beginner, Intermediate, & Advanced Classes
Registration deadline is January 16th
Classes begin the week of January 19th

The Francophone community association offers night classes in French for
all levels. 1.5 hours per week. Course fees vary from $200 to $245 (ACFSJ
members and students benefit from a rebate). For more information or to
register visit our website or give us a call!

Association communautaire francophone de Saint-Jean, 65 Ridge rd.
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Science!
WITH CHAD PELLEY

Game Changing
Breakthroughs in Solar
Energy are Muted Out
by Our Fixation on Oil
A barrel of oil, once used, is gone. And
there’s only so much of this dirty stuff in the
earth to dig up and burn anyway, so oil will
one day cease to exist.
Solar energy on the other hand is as clean
as it is constant: solar energy is free and
literally falling out of the sky into our laps.
The amount of solar energy hitting just
one square mile of land for a year is the
equivalent of FOUR MILLION barrels of
oil. If there is a God, he must be shaking
his head at us. “Here, I’ve placed a giant
glowing ball of energy above you, you can’t
miss it.” Plants harness the sun’s energy
to grow, and plants don’t even have brains.
What’s our excuse?
Just as news surfaced this fall that the price
of a barrel of oil is at a 5-year low, some
very big news broke – albeit far too quietly
– about new advances in solar energy.
A pack of scientists out of Australia’s
University of New South Wales broke a
world record for solar energy efficiency.
Humans can now successfully convert
40.4% of the energy hitting the earth into
useable, clean electricity. These scientists
achieved this rate of efficiency using preexisting and commercially available solar
cells, which means we would not have to
revolutionize anything to start installing

solar power plants everywhere. These
researchers achieved their high energy
yields by using photovoltaic technology in
a new way, which was basically described
as “a sandwich of differently tuned
semiconductors with each one able to
capture a different wavelength of sunlight.”
Traditionally, we harness solar energy with
a single solar cell, but this new “sandwich”
approach disperses incoming solar energy
across multiple cells to boost efficiency.
It’s clear that under Harper’s government,
we oil-obsessed Canadians will be the
last to embrace solar energy, but other
countries are all over it. France just built
the biggest solar power operation in
Europe, and in 2014, more than half of
Germany’s energy needs were met by
solar technologies. More than half! So,
the proof is in the Germans that the sun is
the solution for our power needs. Recent
research declares that we could power
the world with solar energy by covering
only 0.2% of the earth in PV cells – 0.2%
of the earth’s surface is roughly the size
of Germany. And people are getting
innovative about where to find space
for solar plants: The Netherlands have
converted their bike lanes into
solar panels.
All known oil reserves are projected
to be completely spent within 100
years, and unlike oil, the sun isn’t going
anywhere any time soon. The amount of
solar energy hitting the earth over the
course of an hour is enough to fuel our
energy needs for a year, and it’s time for
a politician to stand up and say that the
temporary jobs and revenue associated
with oil exploration should not trump the
bigger picture of harnessing a clean and
constant source of energy.

NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR

WITH

EMILY DEMING

Be It Resolved We
Shall Do Very Little

to do so little that you cannot possible miss
that goal. Conserve your energy. Eat little.
Cook less. Achieve little: breathe; tea; hot
toddy; sleep; get by at work; do not be late; do
not be rude; do not wow anyone. We are not

Oh January. How did it
come to this already? Your
New Years’ resolutions
were broken by 5 a.m as
you chugged a bottle of
Goldschläger flavoured
with your own tears, to
wash down the cardboard
boat of fried potatoes you
grief ate after your failed
attempt to lure your ex
back into your lovelight
with your moves.
Your sequinned, New Year’s Eve moves. Your

collapsing. We are just allowing ourselves a
holding pattern for a little over four weeks.
Come February first we can all regroup,
square our now finally relaxed shoulders
and start being insane people again with
our multitasking and our amazing(ly
ridiculous attempts at) RPM albums, our
career fantasies and big ideas, our house
cleaning projects and our recipes from the
Momofuko milk bar cookbook where half
the ingredients have to be ordered online and
you learn three new dialects just to translate
the measurements. Back to our moves, our
dazzling, regrettable moves.

eat
this

awesome, super-awesome, 2015-is-theyear-of-love moves. Now you are hung over.
Permanently? And there is not another stat
holiday in sight. Now is the time for reflection.
Now is the time to sweep your linoleum, wash
your dishtowels, make a strong coffee and

Littlest Effort Pasta
(because you will eat
plenty of Littlest Effort
Soup before summer):

then, after that, just do very, very little.
Open bottle of red wine. Pour one glass.
I have, at times, believed in the promise of
ideal home life where everything one owns

Clean out sad wilting vegetable drawer.

is both useful and beautiful. The rest of the
time I just hope the dust-bunnies don’t eat me

Chop all veg into pan.

before I can vanquish them with my hideous
plastic upright DustBuster. Martha Stewart

Sauté in olive oil. Refill wine glass.

may wipe up her spills with well washed
monogrammed linen cloths designated as

Add (canned) tomato paste, (canned)

“not best,” but you and I will always have days

diced tomatoes, some wine, salt,

and spills that require a good old fashioned

pepper, dash of ground cloves.

shit-ton of Kirkland paper towels.
Boil pasta, refill wine glass.
How, after yet another year of life, insane,

Looking for Vicki?

unexpected, and still grinding life can we

Locate large green cylinder of

Need parenting advice? Only pick up The Overcast

manage balance between beautiful perfection

grated “cheese” hidden from posh

because you love Vicki’s column, The Motherload? Too

and ugly exhaustion? I have no idea. None.

holiday guests

bad, she's been preoccupied with having a new baby –

Buddha, anything for us? Probably, but it

but just think of the bounty of new material a second

seems to require an awful lot of work to hear

Strain pasta, put in bowl with

bambino will bring when she’s back in February.

him. In the mean time, let’s take one month

sauce and cheese. Finish wine.

to just not fuck up. Just one month to set out

Lifestyles
THE PONDERED PINT
WITH CHRIS CONWAY

Cask Ale

JANUARY 2015

Cask ale is also
called “real ale” because
it is served from the cask
it was conditioned in, and
never filtered, pasteurized,
carbonated, or treated
with chemicals.

and 13 degrees Celsius).
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In 1971, the Campaign for Real Ale (CAMRA)

This is an ideal temperature

was founded in the United Kingdom to

for most beer styles, but

preserve both the traditional pub and the cask

compared to a fizzy lager in

ales that they served. CAMRA has since grown

a frosted glass it is warmer

into the largest single-issue consumer group

and flatter.

in the UK and hosts an amazing annual cask
ale celebration, the Great British Beer Festival.

Cask conditioned ales
are really something special.
While for many years the

All beer is uncarbonated

Thanks to CAMRA, breweries worldwide have

before it is packaged. Most breweries put their

use suction to transfer the beer from

beer under pressure using carbon dioxide,

the cask to the glass.

which permeates the liquid and carbonates

re-embraced the idea of cask conditioning.
Cask Days is held in Toronto every autumn

English art of cask conditioning

the beer. This method of force carbonation

This sound like a lot of work, doesn’t it?

and has quickly ballooned into one of the

ale was dying, now cask ale is

gives the bright, fizzy carbonation found in

Canadian horseracing magnate and brewery

largest cask festivals in North America.

most beer served from kegs and bottles. Cask

consolidator E. P. Taylor thought so. Taylor

Last year alone it showcased over 300 cask

receiving new life both from

conditioning, a method predating commercial

rose to fame by gobbling up breweries in

ales from California, the UK, and Canada.

pub traditionalists in the UK

carbon dioxide tanks, requires the beer to

postwar Canada, consolidating their brands,

In fact, Cask Days has offered beer from

continue fermenting in the vessel. By adding

and shutting them down. After his success in

every province in Canada except for one:

a little unfermented beer, the yeast produce

Canada, brought his style to England and began

Newfoundland. Many people, especially

natural carbon dioxide which carbonates the

buying breweries left and right, installing his

tourists from the UK, find it shocking that a

The old rumor that English pubs served

beer in the cask at the pub. Once tapped,

Carling Black Label lager as one of England’s

province with such strong ties to England and

beer warm and flat is partially due to

this carbonation begins to fade, so the art

highest volume brands. The care and craft

Ireland is without any cask ale. As craft beer

misconceptions from tourists’ first

of cellarmanship – which lies in venting and

required for cask conditioning did not fit with

grows in Newfoundland, perhaps cask ale will

experiences with cask ale. Cask conditioning

cooling casks to keep them showing well –

Taylor’s streamlined approach to brewing, so

find a home here too.

provides a soft, creamy carbonation and is

is essential. To serve the beer two or three

it began to disappear as the market became

served at cellar temperatures (between 11

mighty pulls of a hand pump are needed to

saturated with industrial breweries.

and craft brewers worldwide.

A Boozy Education:
How to Order a Standard Martini Like You Know What You’re Saying
STEP ONE, PICK A SPIRIT:

in legendary cocktails like martinis and

STEP 3, THE GARNISH:

chill from the ice to the

VODKA OR GIN?

manhattans, where it adds a pleasant herbal

DO YOU WANT OLIVES WITH THAT,

booze. Then you

Garnishes, infusions, and flourishes aside – a

flavour and aroma. There are essentially two

OR A LEMON TWIST?

strain the goods

martini is essentially gin + vermouth or vodka +

kinds of vermouth: sweet and dry. These have

Those are your options, and it’s up to you:

into a chilled

vermouth, your choice. However, if you want a

been expanded to extra-dry, sweet white, red,

the salty brine of olives, or the citrus burst

martini glass. However, James Bond’s famous

vodka martini, say so, as traditionally, a martini

amber, and so on.

of lemon each add their own pleasantries

preference for a martini that’s “shaken, not

to the mix.

stirred” stirred some bartenders and bar

is gin + vermouth. Naturally, your choice of
what brand of vodka or gin the bartender uses

STEP 2, THE RATIO:

matters. So know what you like, or accept the

DO YOU WANT IT “DRY?”

OPTIONAL FLOURISH:

cocktail shaker with ice and shaken to impart

likely default of Beefeater gin, which is not a

If asked, “Would you like that dry,” they’re

“THE DIRTY MARTINI”

the chill. There are theories that shaking affects

bad choice, just maybe not the gin for you.

asking if you want them to go easy on, or

To make your martini “dirty” is to add a

the visual aesthetics of a drink as well as the

not use, vermouth. There was a time when a

splash of olive juice/brine to the glass.

taste profile of the spirit, so people argue as to

WAIT, WHAT’S VERMOUTH?

martini was equal parts gin and vermouth, but

Vermouth is an “aromatized wine” that’s been

that ratio progressively became 2:1, 4:1, 8:1,

fortified, and like gin, flavoured with various
botanicals like roots, flowers, herbs, and

patrons alike to want their spirits put into a

whether the gin and vermouth should be either
THE SHAKEN OR STIRRED

blended gently (stirred) or violently (shaken),

and even 12:1 in favour of gin. With vermouth

DEBATE CONTINUES

and in fairness, studies have shown chemical

being edged out of martinis these days, it’s

The bartender is not likely to ask you this

reactions occur during shaking that do alter

spices. Vermouth is drank on its own as an

common to be asked it you want it “dry”

question, but will comply to your desires.

taste relative to a stirred cocktail. Some

aperitif before or after a meal. You’d find it by

(without vermouth) or “a little dry” etc. This is

Basically, a martini needs to be chilled by ice

people think shaking gin is sacrilegious,

the ports at the NLC, and it’s a shame there

your opportunity to get picky about the proper

to taste as good as it should. Normally, the

because it “bruises” the spirit, meaning, it

are so few options for vermouth in town,

balance or ratio of gin/vodka and vermouth

gin/vodka and vermouth are poured into a

brings out bitter notes or cloudiness in your

because vermouth is a critical component

for your preferences.

large glass with ice, and “stirred” to impart a

gin. But then some like that taste. Your call.

National News
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CBC’s “2020” Strategy” Will Shake Up
How We Get Our Fix of News, and Will
Also See Another 1,000+ Jobs Lost
News has broken that by this
time next year, CBC will have
shortened all of its regional,

minutes.

news to us in different,
more modern ways.
Part of the strategy entails
producing less televised news

earlier this year that
funding shortfalls and
revenue losses led CBC/
Radio-Canada to cut $130
million from this year’s budget,

forcing 657 job cuts and taking the

and less in-house TV programs and

network out of competition for the rights

aim is to spread content out over the day,

documentaries, to allow for more resources

to broadcast professional sports. So the

and across different media sources, instead

for the delivery on online news. This

funding cuts and diminishing ad revenue

of presenting the news exclusively in one big

means that the work involved in producing

go hand in hand. CBC’s 2020 strategy will

lump, at suppertime, on TV.

documentaries and programs will now be

leave the broadcaster with 1,000 to 1,500

outsourced to independent filmmakers –

fewer employees, on top of the 657 job cuts

Their thoughts on the matter seem to boil

which will cut the CBC’s workforce by about

already announced in April.

down to observations that TV viewership is

20%. CBC president and CEO Hubert T. Lacroix

declining while news uptake online and on

argues that, “To be the public broadcaster, we

Getting back to changes in televised news,

mobile devices is on the rise. So they intend

don’t need to be always the producer.”

“Local Radio One morning shows will

supper-hour newscasts from
90-minutes to either 30 or 60

and will be disseminating

The following
Canadian cities will still
have 60-minute supper
hour news broadcasts:
Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Toronto, Ottawa, Halifax,
Charlottetown, St. John's,
& The North.

CBC News’s general manager and editor in

to shift their focus from TV and radio, to web

chief, Jennifer McGuire, puts a positive spin on

appear on TV from 6 to 7 a.m. in all existing

and mobile services. It’s being dubbed the

It’s all a plan to get with the times, but

TV markets except the North, and spending

it, saying the changes aren’t about reducing

“2020 Strategy,” not for its vision, but for its

it’s also transparently one spurred on by

on local investigative journalism will be

the length of televised news, but rather,

projected completion date. By 2020, CBC will

government funding cuts for the CBC,

maintained or increased, and local radio

“changing how we serve the audience.” Their

have as many as 1,500 fewer employees,

and shrinking ad revenue. It was revealed

programs will be untouched.”

Toronto Man Takes

no longer in the picture, so he took to Reddit

Elizabeth the 2nd was clear that she already

and social media to find Elizabeth the 2nd with

has a boyfriend, and here is a direct quote

Halifax Woman

a simple question, “Are you named Elizabeth

from Elizabeth on her relationship. “We're

Gallagher (and Canadian)? Want a free plane

planning on buying a house and we have

with his Ex-

ticket around the world?” The proposition was

a puppy, so yeah I'm not really looking for

simple: someone, anyone, bearing the same

anything at all."

girlfriend’s Name

name, could answer his call for the free trip,

on a Worldwide
Adventure

no strings attached.

But, that’s how every great romance borne
out of a wild post in Reddit begins, no? And

Why? Well, why not really, but Jordan’s

her boyfriend is not overly enthused at the

reasoning was that there was a strict no-

idea of a man taking his girlfriend on a world

transfer policy on the deal, and changing the

Be named Elizabeth Gallagher and have a

name of his co-traveller would come with fees

Canadian passport; Be ready for a rather

that would ruin the great deal he got on the

spontaneous life experience that will, one day,

trip: he had lucked into a serious discount on

be an epic story that you'll tell your kids; Pay

the trip, thanks to a glitch on a travel website

it forward. I’ve been lucky in life and this is

that saved him at least 50% on the trip. He

me giving back to the universe. Do something

had booked an elaborate

simply hated the idea of a free trip around the

similar someday.”

vacation together – one that

expecting or wanting the new Elizabeth

When he put it out there, more than one

to stay by his side the whole trip, playing

Elizabeth got in touch. In fact, eighteen

girlfriend. He was fine with the person taking

did. But it was 23 year old Elizabeth from

the ticket and doing their own thing.

Cole Harbour, Nova Scotia who filled his ex’s

Prior to breaking up,
Jordan Axani and his
girlfriend Elizabeth Gallagher

would span three continents
over the course of Christmas

world going to waste. He wasn’t necessarily

2014. But then they broke up.

tour. The trip began on December 21st in
New York City, with stops in Milan, Prague,
Paris, Bangkok, and New Delhi. Marriott
International caught wind of Jordan’s story,
and offered to put him and Elizabeth the 2nd
up on their trip – in separate rooms.
Jordan was so moved by all the emails
he received from people desperate to see
the world – including one from an eight
year old boy who would like to see other

shoes. She was the first to admit the whole

cultures before he literally can’t (he is going

Here were his stipulations: “Be sane, smart,

idea was a bit “crazy” and “a little bit creepy,”

blind) – that he is creating an organization

But the break-up didn’t stop Jordan from

and (hopefully) interesting; Have always

so she phoned him to talk it out, and they got

called A Ticket Forward with his brother. The

seeing the world with Elizabeth Gallagher,

wanted to travel, but maybe haven't had the

along swimmingly well. They talked for hours.

organization will aim to assist those hoping to

just ... not the same one. Elizabeth the 1st was

opportunity or cash to see much of the world;

They agreed she was the one to go.

see the world, but lack the finances to do so.

PHOTO: JORDANAXANI.COM
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The Cornerstone Sports Lounge &
Bud Light Presents
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MAN BOWL
VII
Sunday, February 1st

Ticket price includes your seat for the big game, first beer on us,
door prize entry, FREE cover to the Cotton Club and...

THE BEST HALFTIME SHOW EVER!
Compliments of the Cotton Club

VIP ACCESS $25.00 AT THE DOOR
VISIT FACEBOOK.COM/CORNERSTONESPORTSLOUNGE FOR TICKETS

5 NEW

January 17 – April 26, 2015

FOLKLORE AND OTHER PANICS

Artists: Joshua Bonnetta, Kay Burns, Janice Wright Cheney, Mark Clintberg,
Michael Flaherty, Kym Greeley & Erika Stephens-Moore, Lee Henderson,
Duane Linklater, Jerry Ropson, Steve Topping and Michael Waterman.

ART GALLERY
EXHIBITIONS

AUDREY HURD: UNTIL IT REMEMBERS YOU
LYNE LAPOINTE: PERCHES | PERCHOIRS

Opening in January

Organized and circulated by the Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal as part of its
Momentum series, with support of the Department of Canadian Heritage through its
Museums Assistance Program.

January 17 – September 13, 2015

PUBLIC OPENING RECEPTION
FRIDAY, JANUARY 30, 7:30 PM

TANYA ST-PIERRE: COLLAGE SERIES
January 31 – April 12, 2015

YOUNG & GIROUX: INFRASTRUCTURE CANADA

Mark Clintberg. Passion Over Reason / La passion avant la raison (2014). Fabric, thread. Limited
edition series of handmade quilts. Made by the Winds and Waves Artisan’s Guild.
Produced by Fogo Island Arts. Photography by Heather Morton.
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